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Resumo

Moreira Silva, Lucas Felipe. Semantic Enrichment of Sensor Data: A Case
Study in Environmental Health. Goiânia, 2021. 112p. Monografia de Disser-
tação de Mestrado. Programa de Pós-Graduação em Ciência da Computação
(PPGCC), Instituto de Informática (INF), Universidade Federal de Goiás.

A qualidade do ar interior é crucial para a saúde humana, mas mais de 90% das pessoas
respiram ar com níveis de poluentes que excedem os limites da OMS, o que pode causar
ou piorar sintomas quanto mais tempo a pessoa fica exposta. Estudos na área enfrentam
uma dificuldade inerente: o grande número de elementos interligados e os efeitos na
saúde humana. No entanto, tecnologias de IoT ajudam a área a resolver esse problema,
adquirindo e processando dados de Saúde Ambiental (SA) utilizáveis na automação e
tomada de decisões. Embora a implantação de sensores seja relativamente simples e
viável, dados brutos são quase inúteis na prática, exigindo pré-processamento e por serem
dinâmicos implica-se que estes sejam tratados como fluxos de dados. Os fluxos podem
ser enriquecidos com informações como índices de qualidade do ar, melhorando seu uso.
O ciclo de vida padrão de dados em IoT compreende aquisição, modelagem, raciocínio e
distribuição, portanto, uma primeira etapa para habilitar um cenário SA é a representação
comum e compartilhada dos dados adquiridos de sensores, que podem ser atendidos pela
expressividade e suporte de raciocínio das ontologias. A organização de sistemas de SA
baseados em IoT em uma Arquitetura de Referência (AR) pode apoiar ainda mais o
desenvolvimento destes e uma AR como a RAISE cumpre bem essa tarefa. O problema
abordado nesta dissertação é o baixo número de pesquisas de validação investigando
o enriquecimento semântico e a integração de dados de SA por meio de ontologias e
conhecimento médico. O objetivo deste trabalho, elaborar uma instância da arquitetura
RAISE que enriqueça dados de sensores para a SA, contribui com: Enriquecimento
semântico de dados adquiridos por sensores; A produção de ontologias; e mais.

Palavras–chave

<Engenharia de Software, Informática em Saúde, Web semântica, ontologia, IoT-
Stream, fluxos de dados, enriquecimento semântico, Saúde Ambiental>



Abstract

Moreira Silva, Lucas Felipe. <Semantic Enrichment of Sensor Data: A Case
Study in Environmental Health>. Goiânia, 2021. 112p. MSc. Master’s Degree
Monograph. Programa de Pós-Graduação em Ciência da Computação (PPGCC),
Instituto de Informática (INF), Universidade Federal de Goiás.

Indoor Air Quality is crucial for human health, but over ninety percent of people world-
wide breathe air with pollutant levels that exceed the WHO limits, which may trigger or
worsen symptoms the longer one stays exposed. Studies in the area face an inherent dif-
ficulty: the massive number of interconnected elements and the effects on human health.
However, IoT technologies like sensors and actuators are helping the field address this
problem by acquiring and processing EH data to be used in automation and decision-
making. Still, although sensors deployment is relatively simple and feasible, raw data is
barely useless in practice, requiring preprocessing before usage and is highly dynamic,
meaning sensor data for Environmental Health (EH) should be handled as data streams.
Streams can be enriched with information such as air quality indexes and associated with
curated medical knowledge, improving usage. IoT’s regular data life cycle comprises ac-
quisition, modeling, reasoning, and distribution, so a first step to enable an IoT-based EH
scenario is a shared common representation for EH data acquired from sensors, which
can be met by Ontologies’ expressiveness and reasoning support. The organization of the
fundamental processes of IoT-based EH systems into a reference architecture can fur-
ther support the development of such systems and a Reference Architecture like RAISE,
whose central idea is to structure general software components into a reusable design so-
lution for semantic enrichment of healthcare data attain this task. That process comprises
steps like acquisition, modeling, extraction, preprocessing, semantic annotation, integra-
tion, and storage of heterogeneous healthcare information. The problem addressed here
is the low number of validation research investigating semantic enrichment and integra-
tion of EH data through ontologies and medical knowledge. This work’s objective was to
elaborate on an instance of the RAISE architecture that enriches sensor data for the EH
domain, contributing with: Semantic Enrichment of EH sensor-acquired data; and more.
Keywords

<Software Engineering, Health informatics, Web semantic, ontology, IoT-
Stream, data streams, semantic enrichment and Environmental Health>



AQI – Air Quality Index

IAQ – Indoor Air Quality

EH – Environmental Health

CO2 – Carbon Dioxide

HCIS – Healthcare Information System

MTCS – Medical Terminology and Coding Systems

WHO – World Health Organization

SBS – Sick Building Syndrome

VOCs – Volatile Organic Compounds

IoT – Internet of Things

HKG – Healthcare Knowledge Graph

SOSA – Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator Ontology

SYMP – Symptoms Ontology

SYMP – Semantic Sensor Network Ontology

GEO – Geospatial Ontology

QU – Quantity Kind and Units Ontology

QoI – Quality of Information Ontology

SARS – Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

PHKB – Public Health Knowledge Base

COPD – Chronic Obstructive Disease Ontology

TMO – Translational Medicine Ontology

TMKB – Translational Medicine Knowledge Base

EHRs – Electronic Health Records
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OWL – Web Ontology Language
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents key elements of this research: context, motivation, prob-
lem, objectives, and materials and methods.

According to World Health Organization (WHO), an environment is all the phys-
ical, chemical, and biological factors external to a person and all the related behaviors.
Environmental Health (EH), in turn, investigates those aspects of human health, including
quality of life, determined by physical, chemical, biological, social, and psychological
factors in the environment. EH refers to the theory and practice of assessing, controlling,
and avoiding environmental factors that can potentially harm the health of current and fu-
ture generations. For this reason, EH plays an essential role in any comprehensive public
health system and is a topic of great interest in sustainability and smart-cities management
[10].

In such a context, ninety percent of people worldwide breathe air with pollutant
levels that exceed the WHO limits, both outdoors and indoors. Indoor air quality (IAQ)
is essential for the health of indoor occupants. When high concentrations of pollutants
are present, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), adverse outcomes may arise. Symptoms may
worsen the longer one is indoors in unacceptable conditions, such as headaches and runny
nose, dry skin and eyes, fatigue, difficulty concentrating, respiratory and skin allergies,
and potent narcotic effects, depending on the pollutant in high concentrations.

Studies addressing EH face an inherent difficulty in the field: the massive number
of interconnected elements (e.g., multiple types of pollutants) and the effects on human
health (e.g., signs and symptoms), as described in [41] and [42].

Like other health-related fields, one observes a growing usage of Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies in the EH domain. The IoT paradigm assumes the pervasive
presence of various things or objects around people and their activities. The basic idea
is that things (e.g., sensors, actuators, smartphones, and others) can cooperate to reach
common goals on people’s behalf. Most computer-supported EH research fits in the IoT
paradigm [37, 33, 12] as they move towards the use of sensors, actuators, and other types
of interconnected devices. These can collect and process EH data (e.g., indoor air quality-
related) that can be used for several purposes, such as automation and decision-making.
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Consider the situation in which sensors collect indoor temperature, relative air
humidity, and the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) and volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) [21, 17]. Indoor temperature and humidity describe people’s thermal comfort.
They may also influence the air quality, e.g., by contributing to mold formation. The
higher the number of people in a closed space, the higher the indoor CO2 concentration.
Diversely, the lower the ventilation ratio, the higher the CO2 level. As a result of the
evaporation of organic chemicals with a high vapor pressure at room temperature, VOCs
are responsible for the odor of scents, perfumes, and pollutants, such as solvents used in
coatings, paints, and inks. A common situation involving high VOC rates is the more low
air exchange rates due to tight-shut windows and the increasing use of humidifiers.

1.1 Motivation

However, as previously said, the number of interconnected elements and effects
on human health is massive. Moreover, although the deployment of sensors into an
indoor environment is feasible and relatively simple, raw sensor data is barely useless
for practical conditions. Sensor data for is error-prone, thus imperfect, and it demands
preprocessing. Sensor data for is also comprehensively dynamic and has a high update
rate, which means is also dynamic. For instance, the continuous monitoring of CO2
concentration may indicate increased fatigue and headache to the room occupants [21].
For these reasons, sensor data for should be handled as data streams, i.e., as infinite
sequences of elements with no start or endpoint [27]. Furthermore, it can be enriched with
additional information, such as data confidence level, location, indexes, conformance to
regulation standards, and associated with domain specific curated knowledge.

Considering the regular data life cycle in IoT composed of acquisition, modeling,
reasoning, and distribution, a first step to enable an IoT-based scenario is a shared
common representation for data acquired from sensors. A feasible solution for sensor data
modeling and interpretation is ontologies’ expressiveness and reasoning support. These
are shared, formal and explicit conceptualizations of terms and relations of a knowledge
domain [19]. Thus, ontologies can represent the proper semantics of data acquired from
sensors to enable the seamless exchange and the correct interpretation of data streams.

Regarding the reasoning data streams, usually, the more data available, the better,
but it is not reasonable to expect a practitioner to know everything about a subject.
Expert-curated medical terminologies and coding systems (MTCS) play a pivotal role in
supporting the efficient communication of coded medical information [11]. The MTCS’s
structured data and consensual semantics prevent various interpretations of the same
information that can cause miscommunication, erroneous understanding, and serious
adverse effects in the involved patients. Examples of MTCS commonly used in medical
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diagnosis and treatment are SNOMED-CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine –
Clinical Terms) [16] and ICD-10 (International Statistical Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems – tenth revision) [24]. Ontologies can organize and express the
semantic richness of the medical domain knowledge, such as the representation of clinical
findings, symptoms, diagnoses, and procedures present in SNOMED-CT and ICD-10.

As important as the fundamental processes of IoT-based EH systems, i.e., sen-
sor data acquisition, modeling, reasoning, and distribution, the organization of these pro-
cesses into a reference architecture (RA) can further support the development of such
systems [23]. Bulcão-Neto et al. [11] contribute with an RA for healthcare information
systems with coded terminology support, called RAISE. The RAISE’s central idea is to
structure general software components into a reusable design solution towards the se-
mantic enrichment of healthcare data. That process comprises several steps, including
the acquisition, modeling, extraction, preprocessing, semantic annotation, integration, and
storage of heterogeneous healthcare information.

RAISE results from a research project started in 2019, called Semantic Enrich-
ment of an Information Network with Environmental Health Data (SEEH). The SEEH
project compiles approaches to semantically enrich a healthcare information network with
environmental data, especially EH sensor data. In that project, sensor-based devices have
also been developed to enable the acquisition of indoor EH data, such as temperature,
relative humidity, and CO2 and total VOC concentrations [17]. Hence, this dissertation’s
work focuses on developing a RAISE instance covering the semantic enrichment of sensor
data for EH through ontologies for IoT scenarios.

1.2 Problem

A systematic literature mapping [30] compiled thirty-four primary studies on
EH research with ontological support from 2010 to 2019 [35]. That systematic mapping
revealed a predominance of studies addressing air pollution data through physical sensors
or datasets, mostly in indoor settings.

Moreover, only 20% of ontology-supported EH research takes advantage of the
semantic enrichment promoted by MTCS. Despite this small percentage, the mapping
results suggest a trend in the MTCS usage in EH research due to the intrinsic relation be-
tween the former and ontology-based knowledge representation. In parallel, the mapping
findings recommend more empirical investigation on EH research with ontology support.
Only one study [3] describes validation research in which ICD-10 semantically enriches
diseases caused by air pollution and integrating these with healthcare systems initiatives.

Finally, the problem addressed in this work is the small number of validation
research investigating the semantic enrichment and integration of EH data through on-
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tologies and general-purpose MTCS.

1.3 Objectives

This dissertation’s general objective was to elaborate on an instance of the
RAISE architecture that enriches sensor data for the EH domain. In order to accomplish
this objective, this work met the following specific landmarks:

• Acquire indoor air pollution data from physical sensors;
• Represent EH data as semantic data streams;
• Preprocess and reason about EH data in conformance with standards and regula-

tions;
• Integrate inferred knowledge about EH data;
• Validate the RAISE instance.

1.4 Materials and Methods

The first step of the RAISE instance development was the delimitation of an
application for the EH domain. The SEEH project has developed IoT sensor devices,
called Air Pure [17], that acquire temperature, relative humidity, and CO2 and TVOC
concentrations in indoor environments. These devices have been used for Sick Building
Syndrome (SBS) prevention [29]. SBS is a set of non-specific symptoms experienced by
indoor occupants, which disappear after a few hours or days when outside. For this reason,
SBS diagnosis and treatment may be strongly hampered [13].

Bearing an IoT system for SBS prevention in mind, the following summarizes the
materials and methods required to develop this research. In short, software components
were developed and orchestrated for:

• the acquisition of indoor air pollution data from Air Pure devices;
• the semantic representation of heterogeneous EH data streams through domain-

specific ontologies, such as IoT-Stream [18] and AQOnto (Air Quality Ontology)
[32];

• preprocessing and rule-based reasoning founded on the ANVISA RE 9 Brazilian
health regulation [5] and the Symptom ontology [1] – these two processes compute
and associate indoor air quality levels with signs and symptoms that can indicate
SBS-related symptoms;

• the semantic integration and enrichment of inferred knowledge with MTCS, e.g.,
the ICD-10 [24];
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• the RAISE instance validation through semantic queries elaborated for SBS pre-
vention.

1.5 Dissertation structure

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 addresses the foundations
of the research, followed by Chapter 3, which discusses related work; Chapters 4 and 5
present the instance of the RAISE architecture, and Chapter 6 summarizes our contribu-
tions, limitations, and future works.



CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

This chapter presents the theoretical foundation of this research proposal: the
RAISE reference architecture, ontologies for data streams in the Internet of Things, and
medical terminologies and coding systems.

2.1 Reference Architecture

According to IEEE (2000) [36], software architecture is the "fundamental orga-
nization of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and
the environment, and the principles guiding its design and evolution." A Reference Ar-
chitecture (RA), in turn, is a model that serves as the base for application development. It
takes recurrent concepts on several similar software and incorporates them in a reusable
manner. That means that a software developer no longer has to put effort and time try-
ing to put together a design to solve domain problems, like information gathering, layers
organization, and others, but indeed focus on the real challenges of the project [11].

Healthcare Information Systems (HCIS) requires fundamental design decisions
to meet its objectives, and those are deeply related to software architecture. Medical
knowledge is spread and present in several resources, from scientific articles and struc-
tured vocabularies to medical forums, and thus, data heterogeneity is a common problem
to HCIS, but hardly the only one. Applications also have to consider modeling, seman-
tic enrichment, and interoperability, to use medical data efficiently, just to name a few.
The work in Bulcão-Neto et al. (2020) presents a Reference Architecture that covers the
presented requirements for healthcare Information Systems, called RAISE (Reference Ar-
chitecture for healthcare Information Systems with codEd terminology support).

To build RAISE, the authors used a methodology called ProSA-RA [20], a
guide to building reference architectures according to their domain. Following, the four
necessary steps:

1. Selection and investigation of information sources
2. Identification of architectural requirements for the RA
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3. Conception and architectural description of the RA
4. RA evaluation

Subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 explain Steps 1 to 3, whereas Chapters 4 and 5
discuss the step 4 as part of our research.

2.1.1 Investigation and Identification of Architectural Requirements

To fulfill steps 1 and 2, Bulcão-Neto et al. begin exploring known software
systems in the HCIS domain, and by consulting the literature. The study helped to
find similarities between the software systems in a way that the authors could make
an elicitation of the recurrent characteristics in these solutions. The exploring of related
works in the domain has also allowed the authors an exciting conclusion, latterly used to
compose their proposal; "there is a lack of research exploring the combination of software
architectures and standardized medical terminologies and coding systems (MTCS)" [11].
The research proposal in Chapters 4 and 5 address this gap, demonstrating its importance
in EH solutions.

The gathering of the recurrent functionalities allowed the authors to abstract
the architectural requirements that RAISE addresses: Heterogeneity, Coded terminology
support, Semantics, Standardization, Semantic interoperability, Timely acquisition and
analysis, Pattern extraction, Security and Privacy, and Multiple stakeholders. This section
only describes the requirements related to this research proposal:

A Heterogeneity: an inherent characteristic of the HCIS domain is that data is
made available in several kinds, from medical records and protocols to images
and sensor-captured vital signs. Thus, medical information has different structure
levels, and software may use different techniques to utilize each of them, including
preprocessing, assessment, analysis, and knowledge extraction. The domain of
information has significant influence over its input format, and the healthcare
domain has multiple information sources; there are cases where this information
is not even structured at all, comprising more heterogeneity issues.

B Coded terminology support: the integration and aggregation of different informa-
tion obtained from different sources can bring several differences in causing mis-
interpretations. In the HCIS domain, this might lead to severe problems involving
diagnoses and treatments, for instance. The MTCS has a pivotal role in mitigating
these incongruences, as they support efficient communication, information stan-
dardization, and information.

C Semantics: computer systems depend on how well the information is structured and
encoded, to deliver analysis, information extraction, and new knowledge generation
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over information [11]. RAISE has to address knowledge extraction and represen-
tation, providing components that recognize, represent, and embed semantics to
healthcare information with the corresponding support of coded terminology. That
is due to the inherent heterogeneity of healthcare information and because MTCS
alone are not enough to deliver semantics in a clinical context.

D Standardization: it is crucial for several HCIS components relations, such as
semantic and syntactic interoperability, system maintenance and evolution, and
compliance with regulations, and social aspects. RAISE covers these standards
through the organization and interaction of its components.

E Semantic Interoperability: it is essential to consider technical, syntactical, and
semantic properties when designing the components of an interoperable system.
RAISE components meet the necessary standards that satisfy these properties, but
mainly focusing on the semantic interoperability level. "RAISE adequately address
the healthcare information life cycle, including acquisition, integration, processing,
retrieval, query, exchange, and knowledge extraction. Semantic Interoperability in
HCIS can take advantage not only of the use of standards but also of MTCS and
associated resources" [11].

F Timely Acquisition and Analysis: healthcare data is usually static, but there is
a movement towards the adoption of sensor-based systems in HCIS, leading to
unprecedented growth in the number of data streams. It is vital to assure clinical
information quality in terms of precision, for instance, and sensors data sources
are susceptible to many factors that affect this aspect. Therefore, there is a need
to assess data from that kind of error-prone source before its use, correcting
imperfections, conflicts, and outdated information [11]. RAISE should include
components that not only can acquire sensor-based data but also cleanse and process
it on time.

2.1.2 Architecture Conception and Description

Reference architectures serve as a basis for other architectures, guiding the orga-
nization of the necessary components, in this case, to attend HCIS domain requirements.
Once established an architectural design, RAISE facilitates the system designer into the
design of the components and their organization.

Figure 2.1 depicts RA components and their layered organization. In this kind of
organization, each layer offers services to the layer on top of it, and the lower-level layers
being the ones offering the basic and essential services to HCIS based in this architecture.
Following, this subsection explains the layers related to the research proposal.

A Data Layer: contains the available data, obtained through the data sources, right
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Figure 2.1: A multi-tiered view of RAISE [11].

below. Developers model the details of access to these sources since they are
external to the system.
The available data comprises healthcare data, information, and knowledge reposi-
tory, and it contains the fundamental abstractions for the integration of these data.
This layer is also the source of challenges for the system. The remaining layers
have to deal with different approaches to extract, pre-process, search, or interpret
data due to the variety of data types and structures.

B Business Layer: this comprises services that can be accessed by the service and
the tool tiers, providing relevant functionalities to them, including:

• Acquisition: it handles low-level details heavily influenced by the heterogene-
ity of data and timely acquisition and analysis.

• Modeling: it represents the schema of acquired data. This representation is
either automatic or through a designer intervention. A designer can continu-
ously refine the schema as new data is acquired. The importation of MTCS
semantics can enrich the heterogeneous information of the schema [11].

• Content Extraction: it extracts content from data and inserts that content into
the data model built by the modeling component.

• Pre-processing: it treats data that need pre-processing before use in the
HCIS, like sensor-based data. That is usual, for acquired data usually carries
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unnecessary information, and sensor-observed values are error-prone and have
low quality. This component can use several techniques to do that, like Data
cleaning, which resolve data quality issues such as noise, outliers, missing
values, and miscalibration errors.

• Semantic Annotation: the contents and the pre-processed data structures
need enrichment to fulfill the standardization and semantic requirements. This
component is closely related to the MTCS function, that is, to bring healthcare
semantic information for exchange purposes between systems or components.

• Pattern Extraction: this component deals with the extraction of patterns
within a model, considering its heterogeneous data. This component uses
methods like classification, regression, clustering, and statistic, to mention a
few, over the input data, to discover useful knowledge. Such knowledge can
also become part of the MTCS semantics.

• Integration: connects the semantic description of entities into a Health
Knowledge Graph (HKG) as a uniform and formal representation structure.
The HKG structure has nodes and edges representing entities and their rela-
tions in a machine-processable manner, meaning their semantic representa-
tion. "The semantics sourced from MTCS supports both information integra-
tion and semantic interoperability" [11].

• Storage: it persists data and structure, that are necessary to create and update
the HKG.

C Service Layer: it provides services that are either provided or consumed by
the HKG. It interacts with the presentation, business, and interoperability layers.
External applications can make use of the services based on the HKG. This layer
only has two components:

• Data publishing: it allows querying the HKG using structured, standardized
queries. Queries can consult the entire HKG or part of it, obtaining, again,
standardized contents. The standardization of the contents and query language
assesses the universal accessibility of the HKG. The query language must also
be highly expressive to deal with the heterogeneity of the medical knowledge
in the graph, providing filters for the end-users’ use.

• Linguistic resources: it offers ontologies and MTCS as third-party services
that different systems with different needs consume. This service is a tool to
manipulate healthcare information, its heterogeneity, semantics, and semantic
interoperability.
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2.2 The IoT-Stream Ontology

The representation of real-time observed data can expose a model inadequacy to
deal with large data. The history of modeling approaches shows a tendency for detail on
the real-world description annotation, which generates highly complex ontologies with
several classes and properties. With the continuous increase of information acquirement,
this appreciation for detail became a bottleneck for systems using these detailed descrip-
tions [8]. The time consumed by annotating and querying complex ontologies does not
suit the timing requirements of the environment. An analysis may reveal the need for im-
mediate action, but if the time taken to reach its result is too long, it will usually be out of
date, and worse, the damage from not taking action can be irreversible.

Ontologies like the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) and the Sensor, Observa-
tion, Sample, and Actuator (SOSA) are good examples of detailed annotations that do not
fit the IoT environment [40]. Still, they are useful ontologies when caring for the anno-
tations of sensors and observations. That is the reason why researchers used them while
conceiving lighter models, like IoT-Lite. This ontology is a lightweight model that cares
for the annotation of sensors and observations, using the core elements of the SSN and
SOSA ontologies, avoiding unnecessary details for the IoT environment. However, this
ontology assembling did not focus on data streams, so the modeling and combined anal-
ysis of streams are not the goals here, and therefore such a model still not fits the data
stream requirements.

Although data streams are already captured, stored, and analyzed, it is challeng-
ing to combine them in a higher level analysis due to their heterogeneity. IoT-Stream is
a lightweight model that addresses this modeling challenge, preserving timely require-
ments through the use of consensual knowledge sharing of the semantics of information,
but keeping inferences and queries simpler.

In this scenario, IoT-Stream stands out as a lightweight alternative to model data
streams, with the central idea to capture the essentials for the analysis of them, meaning
observed values over time, a stream observation. For IoT-Stream, raw data and processed
data are both annotated; they may even be stream observations, keeping the lightweight
criteria collecting observed values and timestamps (for the raw data stream) or the window
interval (for the processed data stream). IoT-Stream captures its essential information in
four classes, StreamObservation, IotStream, Analytics, and Event. The reuse of ontologies
is a recommendation of best practices when constructing an ontology and therefore, IoT-
Stream makes use of well-designed ontologies like SOSA in its composition. Figure 2.2
depicts all the linked ontologies adopted for IoT-Stream.
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Figure 2.2: The IoT-Stream linked ontologies [18]

The ontologies linked to the IoT-Stream ontology are the following: Geospatial
ontology (Geo), Quantity Kind and Units ontology (QU), Quality of Information ontology
(QoI), Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator ontology (SOSA), and IoT-Lite. Geo
is the basis "where the geographic properties of knowledge resources can be expressed,
discovered, acted upon by machines, and understood by diverse communities" [38]. QU
define systems of units and quantities for use in system models, with several ontologies
reusing its capabilities [39]. SOSA ontology "models the capabilities of sensors and
actuators, the compositionality of systems," and other ontologies usually use SOSA’s
observation modeling [Haller et al, 2017].

Subsection 2.2.1 presents an application scenario of the IoT-Stream, allowing
the explanation of its main classes, properties, and linked ontologies shown in Figure 2.2.
Subsection 2.2.2 details the system entities and interactions described in IoT-Stream.

2.2.1 An overview of IoT-Stream

Following, Figure 2.3 depicts an illustrative example of the IoT-Stream ontology
instantiation for an environmental data stream, presenting the main classes of the IoT-
Stream ontology and the linked ontologies.

Of the four main classes, the central concept for the ontology is IotStream; the
other main classes link directly to it. The need for representing data streams originated
from IoT sources is the origin of the IotStream class, and just like a stream, an IotStream
can branch to other IotStream. Thus, there is a need for the derivedFrom class property, as
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Figure 2.3: An instantiation of IoT-Stream for air humidity data streams [Elsaleh et al,
2020].

Figure 2.2 depicts, and Figure 2.3 exemplifies. Nonetheless, as a single class, IotStream
simply captures the point in time where the streams begin and end, using the streamStart

and streamEnd properties.
In the presented instantiation, the IotStream for humidity has the surrey-iot:

SURREY-IOT: 0004A39-HUM-AGGR_SUM-01 URL as identification. This stream is
derivedFrom the SURREY-IOT: 0004A39-HUM-RAW-01 stream, due to a pre-processing
to enhance the data quality. Thus, there is a need to pre-process and analyze it to detect
phenomena and other results.

IoT-Stream has a specific class responsible for annotating analysis run in a stream
called Analytics. IotStream links to Analytics via the analysedBy property class. This
new class captures the used techniques in the analyses using the data property methods.
It also records the parameters used in the analyses using parameters and paramValues.
Nonetheless, windowStart and windowEnd record the time-window in which the stream
is under analysis. The example in Figure 2.4 uses two analyses a filter and a sum
aggregation. The later detects and Event.

An Event is a class that models detected phenoms. The analysis made on
IotStreams is what generates Events, and each of them has a connection to an IotStream
through the detectedFrom class property. Event has a data property called label that
stores the name of the Event, and a windowStart and windowEnd properties recording
the time-window in which the analysis revealed the Event. In figure 2.3, the example
shows that the analysis over the SURREY-IOT: 0004A39-HUM-AGGR_SUM-01 stream
detects a "condensation" Event in a given window of time.

The analyses generate Events over IotStreams by analyzing their data. In the
IoT-Stream ontology, the class responsible for storing this data is StreamObservation,
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a class based on the reuse of the SOSA Ontology. StreamObservation links itself to the
IotStream via belongsTo class property, having as data properties hasSimpleResult and
resultTime, both inherited from SOSA. The hasSimpleResult is the observed value, and
the resultTime is the moment of capture for this value. The StreamObservations, although
belonging to an IotStream, are made by sensors. Thus, this class has a link to the Sensor
class, also inherited from SOSA. The StreamObservation class connects itself to Sensor
via sosa:madeBySensor class property and Sensor links itself to StreamObservations via
sosa:madeObservation.

In Figure 2.3, the humidity example measured in the resultTime 2018-01-
12T02:23:45:152Z has 60 as value. Still, this information would be incomplete if simply
presented in this way. This is because the class Sensor has connections with two other
classes, derived from the well-established Quantities and Units (QU) ontology, qu:Unit
and qu:QuantityKind, that respectively captures the unit of the value, in the given an
example, percentage, and describes the unit measured by the sensor, the humidity of the
environment.

As previously cited, sensors measurements are error-prone due to several fac-
tors, and thus, it is crucial to assess the quality of a measure. Therefore, the class
qoi:Frequency, derived from the Quality of Information (QoI) ontology, is used. This
class helps to assure the quality of the stream observations over time. An analysis made
on weak quality data jeopardizes results and applied measures based on them, and so this
class stores a value corresponding to the frequency at which the IotStream stores a new
stream observation.

As an IoT stream is bound to a physical point in space, there is the necessity to
model the place of measurement for it. Thus, the class IotStream links itself to geo:Point
via the geo:location class property. This class captures the latitude, longitude, altitude
where the sensor measures the unit.

Finally, in order to discover the IotStream, a service is used. The service mod-
eling on the IoT-Stream uses the iot-lite:Service class that stores the endpoint for sensor
access, its interface type, and the description for this interface, like the RESTful endpoint
in figure 2.3.

2.2.2 System Entities and Interactions

The system architecture required for the presented example is adequate to the
RAISE architecture explained in Section 2.1. Throughout the detailed description of the
necessary entities and interactions for the adoption of IoT-Stream, a parallel with RAISE
will be drawn. Figure 2.4 depicts the required entities and interactions a system need for
the IoT-Stream adoption; later, the section presents details of each entity and interaction.
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Figure 2.4: System entities and interactions for the IoT-Stream adoption [Elsaleh et al,
2020]

A Producer, Broker, and Registry: the modeling in Figure 2.4 includes the presence
of sensors acquiring data, but several other data sources could be the input for
a system. The use of sensors is favorable, for its presence in IoT environments
is to generate data streams, which IoT-Stream denominates as iotStreams. The
Producer is the entity on IoT-Stream responsible by registering iotStreams; it
already models metadata and data from sensors, and when it registers an iotStream,
it produces a streamObservation.
The Producer can store and expose a streamObservation; if it does that, it acts as
the IoT-Service entity. If the Producer desires to share data externally, it needs to
register and publish it to a reachable external Registry.
The Registry’s primary role is to store information about streams, thus, working
as a directory. The second role of this entity is to work as a repository, storing
streamObservations as triples in an RDF Store, exposing a SPARQL endpoint for
handling queries over these triples. The latter is when the Producer does not store
and expose streamObservations, leaving this task to Registry; in this case, Registry
works as the IoT-Service. The Registry uses an Annotator Service to instantiate
iotStreams and then stores them in a Triple Store.
If the developer chooses the Producer to held the IoT-Service paper, Registry than
works as a directory. In this case, the Producer transforms proprietary descrip-
tion (information used to model sensors’ metadata and data) and instantiates an
iotStream using a semantic annotator. The information attached to the iotStream is
its start time in streamStart, its observations through a sosa:Sensor individual con-
taining its corresponding qu:QuantityKind and qu:Unit, and its location. Lastly, it
appends the endpoint information and its interface in iot: Service.
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StreamObservations either are published by the Producer in a Broker, responsi-
ble for handling dissemination to interested entities or exposed, discovered, and
retrieved via Registry. Entities can retrieve streamObservations directly from the
Producer if this entity stored then.

B Consumer and Analytics Service: once the Service (Producer or Registry)
makes streamObservations available, Consumers will be able to use then; their ob-
tainment might be via retrievement or subscription with the Broker. Consumers
are applications or services, external to the system or not, that is interested in
the available information. If the Consumer requires raw data, it can consult the
streamObservations right away. If the Consumers desires analyzed data, it could
consume the data generated by Analytics Services, which can be part of the Con-
sumer’s system or an external microservice that focuses on a particular analysis.
Either way, Analytics Services are employed by a Consumer or Producer to con-
sume or generate analyzed iotStreams, applying different and specific techniques to
analyze data. A service like this can use specific methods or a suite of them, and
they are usually techniques related to stream analysis.
It is essential to highlight that Consumers can register new iotStreams with the
Registry, as their might generate another data stream. It can also submit its
generated iotStream to the Analytics Service, making it the IoT-Service, and latter
retrieving a streamObservation. The Consumer can use several Analytics Service
to consume already analyzed iotStreams and detect Events.

2.3 The AQOnto ontology

Although the IoT-Stream ontology offers a reasonably powerful model for stream
information, to correctly model the context of some EH factors regarding pollutants, a
specif ontology is required. The representation of EH pollution indicators is addressed in
several studies, but the AQOnto ontology deeply explores the representation of concepts
and relationships important for this work.

The representation provided by this ontology provides an alternative solution for
the modeling of Air Quality Indicators and Indexes through the use of patterns that are
customizable and adaptable to different scenarios.

The ontology provides some features that the IoT-Stream contemplates, but such
modeling presents a smooth link between both ontologies. To clarify this intersection, the
following list of questions attended by one of the ontology proposed patterns highlights
the common points between these ontologies:

• (Q1) What are the measurements of pollutant <P> collected by station <S> under
the responsibility of agent <A> that occurred in period <T>?
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• (Q2) Which indicators refer to pollutant <P>?
• (Q3) How is indicator <R> calculated from measurements?
• (Q4) How is the <R> indicator categorized?
• (Q5) What is the categorization for the indicator <R> in the frequency <H>?
• (Q6) What is the value for indicator <R> in period <T> with derivation form <D>?
• (Q7) What is the category for the <V> value of the <R> indicator?
• (Q8) What is the category for the value <V> of index <I>?
• (Q9) What categories are defined for index <I>?
• (Q10) What calculation formula should be used for a category of index <CI> and a

category of <CR> indicator?
• (Q11) What calculation formula should be used for a category of index <CI>?
• (Q12) What is the unit of measurement <U> used to measure the pollutant <P>?
• (Q13) What is the form of derivation <D> from index <I>?
• (Q14) What is the frequency <H> and pollutant <P> calculated by the indicator

<R>?

In practical terms, this ontology revolves around the terms and relationships that
describe the monitoring of an environment; pollutants and physical sensors.

The structure of this ontology is centralized in two concepts, index, and indi-
cators. As defined by the authors, an indicator is the aggregation of measurements that
produce qualitative or quantitative data or the description of the measurement. An index
is the same as the indicator, but it is considered the final aggregation of values, and it can
even consider indicators. With this definition, an indicator always precedes an index.

The work of Taques et al. shows that there already several ontologies able to
represent information concerning these two terms, but none correctly adequate for the
classification of wors indexes of pollution between indicators or that consider time as a
factor in this reasoning.

2.3.1 An overview of AQOnto

This subsection will explore the classes and properties revolving around the
indicator and index concepts previously presented. First and foremost, it is adequate to
begin by exploring the Pollutants organization, directly linked with such concepts. As
AQOnto stands for Air Quality Ontology, it is only natural that its focus is on such domain;
thus, Figure 2.5 presents how this ontology organizes this concept by differentiating
natural and anthropogenic air pollutants.
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Figure 2.5: The Air Pollutants organization at the AQOnto ontology [32]

Every newly observed pollutant is categorized in one of these classes, becoming
a subclass like Carbon Monoxide (CO).

The inclusion of a pollutant as a class means the creation of an Air Quality
Indicator class for it, as Figure 2.6 shows:

Figure 2.6: The Air Quality Indicator class link [32].

The connection that we can see from the AQ_Indicator_of_CO to the CO is
the isIndicatorFor property, with every new AQ_Indicator_of_Pollutant class being a
subclass of the AQ_Indicator class.

Every Indicator initially carries the periodicity information of the pollutant it
concerns, which is later used in its average concentration calculation, leading to the AQI
category for the pollutant.

The process that associates an AQI category to a pollutant begins at the definition
of categories. Given the followed regulation, or user preference, category classes are
created as subclasses of an IndicatorCategorization, that in its turn is a subclass of
AQ_Categorizations, just like its sibling class, IndexCategorization, that follows the
same structure presented in Figure 2.7:
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Figure 2.7: The structure of Air Quality Indicators for individual pollutants [32].

Every category of Indicator contains a pollutant subclass to define the particular
rule that classifies it as of this category. To better exemplify that, let us consider what
defines a CO concentration average as Bad according to some regulation:

Figure 2.8: The equivalence rule for an Air Quality Indicator class [32].

This rule states that if a class has the property of being the Indicator for CO, and
this class calculated average concentration is between 15.5 and 30.4, then it is equivalent
to say that the Indicator for such pollutant is CO_Bad.

2.4 Symptoms Ontology

The Symptoms ontology is designed around the concept of symptoms and
signals, which are "perceived changes in function, sensation or appearance reported by
a patient indicative of a disease ." This ontology was developed as part of Gemina’s major
project, which is Web-Based epidemiology and genomic metadata system to identify
infectious agents [1].
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This ontology structures an extensive list of symptoms and signals hierarchically,
providing a straightforward way to find symptoms and the path to understanding how
they can relate. Its organization is based on primary body regions, extending branches of
general symptoms.

This ontology is currently in ongoing development with the review of terms,
cross-product developments, and the addition of a new relation for signs. However, the
most interesting ongoing development is the proposal of linking symptoms and diseases,
which includes the addition of clinical finding relations for symptoms and signals.

Figure 2.9 presents an overview of what this ontology presents as a view of the
BioPortal ontology browser. The version of this ontology that is in use in this work dates
to February the second of 2020, and it still does not include diseases in it.

Figure 2.9: An overview of Symptoms ontology organization.

Its organization of symptoms and signs that concern a primary body region
assists in identifying terms at the ontology. For instance, the definition of ’Sneezing,’
a symptom related to respiratory causes, can be found in the ’respiratory system and chest
symptom’ subclass:
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Figure 2.10: Finding a symptom at Symptoms ontology.

If a symptom or signal, by its turn, can be specified in other classes, like the case
of a cough, the ontology provides the correct hierarchization for such definition:

Figure 2.11: A class specification at Symptoms Ontology.

A class at the Symptoms Ontology presents information like preferred name,
definitions, ID, label, and notation, which several healthcare applications can use. The
chronic cough class is presented next:
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Figure 2.12: The properties of a class at the Symptoms Ontology.

2.5 Medical Terminologies and Coding Systems (MTCS)

MTCS are essential in a wide range of medical scenarios, from the practition-
ers day-to-day to the development of health applications and telemedicine. The health
knowledge has a never-ending characteristic: it is always increasing, it even doubles ev-
ery few months [15]. Although medical staff keeps trying to follow this increase and
update their knowledge, the amount of new data rising makes it humanly impossible to
achieve. Without the full coverage of knowledge, researchers miss many opportunities
to relate problems to find similarities and possible treatment approaches. Other problems
arise from the disorganization of knowledge, like miscommunication, conflicting interpre-
tations, and erroneous understanding. MTCS have the purpose of avoiding and preventing
these problems. Machines can read these MTCS and use them in different applications,
as most of them are available in an ontology format.

Through the use of an expert-curated vocabulary of terminologies, MTCS offers
something that resembles a dictionary empowered with semantics. For every term, MTCS
presents its curated description, a unique identification code for synonyms and referenc-
ing, and the hierarchy this term relates to in the MTCS. There are several MTCS available
for the construction of each of them focus on meeting purposes.

Two good examples of MTCS are the consolidated SNOMED CT and the ICD-
10, which are continuously updated by experts. The SNOMED CT is a collection of med-
ical terms, their synonyms, and used definitions organized systematically. Its main goal is
to encode descriptions of health information, covering symptoms, diagnoses, procedures,
body structures, organisms, clinical findings, substances, drugs, and specimens. ICD-10
is the tenth revision of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related
Health Problems (ICD), a classification provided by the WHO. Like the SNOMED CT,
it contains diseases and their symptoms, but it also covers abnormal findings, complaints,
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social circumstances, and external causes of injury or diseases. As a product of WHO,
several countries adopt this classification, modifying it to suit their needs.

Figure 2.13: Results for the "coronavirus" query in SNOMED-CT browser

Figure 2.13 shows an example of a term described in the SNOMED CT vocab-
ulary, and Figure 2.14, the same term in the ICD-10 vocabulary. Both vocabularies have
a web navigator to explore terms and submit queries. In the example, the word "coron-
avirus" is the input of the query. The result in SNOMED-CT schematizes the coronavirus
according to the disease classification, reaching the pathological infection process this
virus provokes. On the other hand, ICD-10 shows the index to diseases and injuries related
to the term coronavirus, like its association with the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) disease and with pneumonia.
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Figure 2.14: Results for the "coronavirus" query in ICD-10 browser

Figure 2.15: A hierarchical classification of the coronavirus disease provided by
SNOMED CT (left-hand side) and a link between SNOMED CT and the respective index
to infectious and parasitic diseases in ICD-19 (right-hand side)

Notice the differences in the approaches of the two terminologies. It is possible
to connect the two terminologies using the identifier of the term, thus discover new
relationships between diseases, treatment and causes, and other things. Figure 2.15 depicts
the connection between the SNOMED CT and ICD-10 MTCS using the coronavirus
identifier.

The coronavirus infection term, derived in SNOMED-CT’s schematization re-
sult, connects with the ICD-10 result and, thus, establishes a connection with the infec-
tions and diseases in this result.

The use of the SNOMED-CT and ICD-10 MTCS provide the desired semantic
enrichment for the HKG in RAISE and expands the analyses possibilities designed in the
IoT-Stream, attending stakeholders that wish for higher-level analyses.
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2.6 Final Remarks

The RAISE architecture is the basis for the research proposal development
because it contains the key components and needing organization for an EH solution.
Components and layers like the data layer, the acquiring and integration of information,
and semantic information have a strong association with the research proposal. The
organization that RAISE proposes guides the design of this solution.

RAISE contemplates the system entities and interactions that the IoT-Stream
requires for its adoption, and it is possible to map these requirements to the components
in RAISE.

Following the same line, the adoption of the IoT-Stream fits perfectly with the
needs of the proposal’s data stream representation. This ontology requires a system design
that the research proposal answers by adopting the RAISE architecture.

Chapters 4 and 5 discuss in detail the research in development, including the use
of the MTCS to enrich the environment data.



CHAPTER 3
RELATED WORK

This chapter presents studies related to the approach under development. Specif-
ically, the focus of this section is to show how close these studies are to the approach
described in Chapters 4 and 5. The understanding of theses studies helps to elucidate their
approaches and the obtained results, allowing the finding of differences and related chal-
lenges of the field. The studies focus on the use of medical terminologies and ontologies
on the solution of Environmental Health problems.

The best way to find the related studies repeatably and systematically ensuring
their proximity to the proposal in this work is a Systematic Mapping. Section 3.1 presents
a short description of the Systematic Mapping that led to finding the studies that Section
3.2 describes. Further details of the Systematic Mapping are present in the complete
version of it [35].

3.1 The Systematic Mapping

A Systematic Mapping is a form of evidence synthesis that follows a well-
defined structure called protocol that contemplates research questions, search strategy, and
selection criteria [30]. The systematic mapping performed allows obtaining the studies
related to the work described in Chapters 4 and 5 as a subset within its results.

Here we describe only the Research Questions that generate the subset of studies
that use medical terminologies on the solution of Environmental Health problems and
characterize their approach. The full-text of the SM in Appendix A contains the remaining
questions.

• [RQ4] The study uses medical terminologies in Environmental Health research?
• [RQ4A] Which medical terminologies in Environmental Health research the study

used?
• [RQ4B] What is the purpose of the use of medical terminologies in Environmental

Health research?
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The conduction of the established protocol starts by selecting Databases with
relevant studies and complementarity between them, to submit queries to obtain studies
related to the objectives and research questions of the Systematic Mapping. The ensuring
of these two characteristics is crucial for the obtainment of the right subset of studies, and
therefore their selection is subject to some criteria. Among other things, the databases
must:

• Allow the search on abstracts and other metadata
• Allow the use of temporal filters
• Allow exporting the results of the search
• Have an intersection with the medical area

3.1.1 Search String Definition

The database querying is the starting point of the protocol conduction. A search
string is the synthesis of the objectives, research questions, and terms of the area, into a
single phrase composed of key terms organized with boolean operators, and is the input
of said query.

The protocol conduction on the Systematic Mapping uses the following string:
(environment OR environmental OR air OR water OR noise OR sound OR soil

OR pollution OR sanitation OR chemical OR biological OR radiation OR climate) AND
health AND (ontology OR ontologies OR ontological))

Its organization and focus are the product of the broader objective in the System-
atic Mapping, and its design ensures that the desired studies will be part of the querying
results in the selected databases. The conception of the search string led into consideration
the relevant terms in environmental health and had its composition reviewed and tested
in a pilot study. Each search string have particularities for their use; therefore, the string
syntax is different where necessary, maintaining the original semantic.

3.1.2 Selection Criteria Definition

The querying on search engines results in a set of studies that contain the terms
expressed in the search string. That is insufficient for their classification as an adequate
study for the stated objectives. As a means to filter these studies, and thus saving efforts
reading inadequate studies, a selection criteria application follows the search on databases.

There are two kinds of selection criteria, and two steps applying them: the
exclusion criteria that applies rules to consider a study is adequate or not, and the inclusion
criteria that classify the reason why the study is adequate.

In this phase of the protocol, the studies returned in the search on databases have
their metadata read. First, the exclusion criteria confront the study, and if any criteria apply
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to the study, then this study is excluded. Appendix A presents the full list of exclusion
criteria, but the main one is: "The study does not address ontologies in EH or Medicine".

If no exclusion criteria exclude the study, it has to match one of the following
criteria:

• [IC1] It is a primary study on ontologies and air pollution.
• [IC2] It is a primary study on ontologies and noise or sound pollution.
• [IC3] It is a primary study on ontologies and water pollution.
• [IC4] It is a primary study on ontologies and soil or land pollution.
• [IC5] It is a primary study on ontologies and radioactive pollution.
• [IC6] It is a primary study on ontologies and chemical pollution.
• [IC7] It is a primary study on ontologies and biological pollution.
• [IC8] It is a primary study on ontologies and Environmental Health.

If a study does not fit the exclusion criteria or the inclusion criterion IC1 to
IC7, the study participants first classify it as in IC8. With the reading of the full-text,
the Systematic Mapping reallocates the studies classified in IC8 to one of the first seven
inclusion criteria.

The conduction of the protocol until this point results in a set of 26 studies. Fol-
lowing the conduction, the studies have their full-text read and data extracted according
to a predefined form, also contained in the full text of the Systematic Mapping in the
attachments. For this work, the next section discusses a set of eight papers that fits the
answer for the research questions RQ4, RQ4A, and RQ4B, closely related to the focus of
this research proposal.

3.2 Results of the Systematic Mapping

In this section we present the results of the SM conduction. We begin by
highlighting the six closest related works, considering as criteria how close they are from
our work, but all of them comprise at least the use of medical terminologies, that is, the
subset of studies that fit Research Question [RQ3]. The end of the section summarizes
the main differences between these, followed by a discussion about then.

3.2.1 Comparative Analysis

A Building a Human Health Risk Assessment Ontology (RsO): A Proposed
Framework [28]: propose a health Risk assessment Ontology (RSO) based on
the main concepts for risk assessment: stressor, receptor, outcome, exposure event,
dose-response approach, dose-response metric, uncertainty, and measure of risk.
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This ontology intends to facilitate the semantic retrieval of risk assessment knowl-
edge in the context of environmental health, medical surveillance, disease control,
health tracking, social sciences, and other public health and environmental science
endeavors. This work relates to this dissertation’s case study, as it combines en-
vironmental information to understand exposure patterns and find risks to human
health.

B Ontology driven cross-linked domain data integration and spatial semantic
multi criteria query system for geospatial public health [3]: presents an inte-
gration of geospatial, disease statistics, and meteorological datasets in an ontology-
driven solution for public health. The goal is to offer a Public Health Knowledge
Base (PHKB) to improve decision making in the public health domain. This work
relates with this dissertation combination of multiple heterogeneous data sources
into one model.
The authors propose a real-time application to implement cross-linked domain
data integration. The ontology approach allows the application to use qualitative
and hierarchical queries, integrate heterogeneous information, use disease data
classification, enrich information, and query ontology domains.
The work uses the ICD-10 ontology to compose the PHKB disease database. This
database has connections with environment, place, and time databases in the PHKB,
allowing spatial semantic query execution and visualization.

C Ontology-based model to support ubiquitous healthcare systems for COPD
patients [4]: across the acquisition of patient-centered data, like blood pressure
and pulmonary capability, a decision support system combines static medical data
with dynamic data sensor-monitored in a Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
ontology (COPD). This ontology is the input for a reasoning engine that uses
probabilistic, ontological, and rule-based reasonings to extract knowledge for real-
time monitoring, decision support, and evaluation of treatment. A user interface
uses the same reasoning processing to present risk assessment of vital signs,
external factors, and panned activities. Thus, this works relates to ours by trying
to extract patterns from different sources through reasoning.
The COPD ontology cares for the modeling of demographic factors like age and
sex, physiological factors like body temperature and systolic pressure, environmen-
tal factors like ambient air and weather, comorbidities, and other factors related to
pulmonary diseases, like smoking history.
The work relies on several ontologies to achieve this level of integration. Compos-
ing the COPD ontology, a Patient Ontology based on the SNOMED-CT ontology
models patients with class reuses like Temperature and Pulmonary Circulation. The
COPD ontology structure connects the Patient Ontology with a Clinical Status On-
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tology to express the history and the real-time clinical status. The COPD ontology
also connects Patient profiles with engaging activities, performed in locations that
an Environment Ontology models.

D Personalized health knowledge graph: contributes with an application on air
pollution that exploits both datasets and physical sensors. This work focuses on
combining EH data of air pollution with personalized health informations of a room
occupant, creating a so called Personalized Health Knowledge Graph, or PHKG,
which is a domain ontology that is combined with MTCSs. As the Systematic
Mapping shows, only this study and the [26] make use of more than one MTCS,
in this case ICD-10 and SNOMED-CT. This work relates to ours, as it focus on
combining environmental health factors and MTCS through the use of ontologies.

E Semi automated transformation to owl formatted files as an approach to
data integration: a feasibility study using environmental, Disease register and
primary care clinical data [25]: conducts the integration of stroke register, air
pollution, and clinical datasets without pre-built models intending to allow different
data sources to be linked together generically. The proposal is to avoid engineering
overheads in the communication of the integrated data with existing ontologies.
This work relates to the Content Extractor component in our approach, presenting
some ideas that might be useful to bring it close to a more generic implementation
that can be used in several contexts.
The work creates an OWL formatted file that provides flexibility in the linking with
medical ontologies, like the SNOMED-CT, and with classifications like the ICD-
10, through the use of standard clinical concepts. The approach semi-automates
the process of data-understanding through the semantic analysis of data sources,
their reusability, and linkage. The whole integration demands semantic description
pre-processing, replacing certain codes for the linking, gathering of metadata,
and transforming the data sets into OWL formatted files. The authors could not
guarantee the scalability of the proposal.

F The Translational Medicine Ontology and Knowledge Base: Driving personal-
ized medicine by bridging the gap between bench and bedside [26]: describes
a Translation Medicine Ontology (TMO) for a Translational Medicine Knowledge
Base (TMKB) prototype. The translation component in the approach relates to the
application of novel theoretical discoveries in the development of practical appli-
cations. Thus, the goal of this ontology is to answer questions relating to clinical
practice and pharmaceutical drug discovery. This work relates to ours by presenting
a proposal that concerns itself about the level of clinical knowledge presented.
To build the ontology, the authors integrate chemical, genomic and proteomic data
with records on diseases, treatments, and Electronic Health Records (EHRs). With
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efficient aggregation, the understanding of disease dynamics improves and benefits
researchers, clinicians, patients, and pharmaceutical companies.
The TMKB is composed of the TMO with mappings to several ontologies and
terminologies, like the SNOMED-CT.

3.2.2 Results

This section presents a synthesis of the data extracted from the thirty-four
relevant studies, not only the subset that use MTCSs, highlighting the main contributions
of our SM:

1. We identify there is no report of research on sound pollution with ontologies support
by analyzing the distribution of the thirty-four studies taking into account the
environmental data type considered. With this data extraction we observed that at
least one study is published about air pollution-based EH with ontologies support
since 2013.

2. Roughly 80% of the studies collect EH data from sensors and datasets. There is also
a somewhat predominance (44.5%) of studies capturing EH data through physical
or virtual sensors in comparison with through datasets, and more than 80% of those
focus on the air pollution effects on human health.

3. As we adressed in the previous subsection, only a small number of studies (6 of
34) make use of MTCS in ontology-supported EH research. Except for the case of
the study A, we found well-established MTCS, such as SNOMED-CT and ICD-10.
The RsO ontology proposed in A borrows terms from IPCS [43], a WHO initiative
for the standardization of a generic terminology for risk and exposure assessment in
chemical hazards. Study A demonstrates the utility of RsO concepts with curations
of risk assessments related to radiation and water pollution.

4. Despite the small number of studies exploiting MTCS’s benefits, five ones date in
the last five years (A, C, D, E, and F). We believe that this may suggest a trend on
the MTCS usage in EH research due to the intrinsic relation between MTCS and
ontology knowledge representation. At the same time, more empirical investigation
is required because only the B study describes validation research using MTCS (i.e.,
ICD-10).

5. A small number of studies propose frameworks or system and software architec-
tures. In brief, the significant number of studies proposing ontology-based EH ap-
plications can guide the proposal of new research on software frameworks and ar-
chitectures on this topic. For instance, common functionalities, data and service
design decisions, security and privacy concerns, among others.
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6. 56% of studies (19 of 34) are solution proposals, and a significant part of these
does not acquire EH data from physical sensors, even if the main contribution is
a software application. Despite the fact of 44% of the studies remaining are of
validation type, only five of them are academic-based experiments, i.e., not in real-
world scenarios, and this absence of empirical results based on real-world settings
(evaluation research) makes us conclude that ontology-supported EH research is
not a mature research area yet.

We present a word cloud in Figure 3.1 summarizing the first two points at the list.
It shows the predominance of Semantics, Sensors, Health and several other related terms,
but it is interesting to notice that the only EH data type present is Air, and that the studies
have indoor approaches, contributing with smart solutions in this purpose. The cloud is
build upon the abstracts of all the 34 accepted studies.

Figure 3.1: Environmental data type and sources.

We also present a bubble chart in Figure 3.2 for the contributions and environ-
mental data present in the studies. It combines information to make explicit the number,
and thus preference, of studies that are solution proposals or validation research in air
pollution, proposing or validating applications and ontologies, mostly.

The bubble chart also corroborates the fifth result presented, as it shows that the
preference in contributions is predominantly new ontologies or applications. This also
helps understanding the sixth result, as this pattern occurs in both research types, solution
proposals and validation research.
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Figure 3.2: Mapping of contributions and acquisition means.

3.3 Final Remarks

The next chapter discusses the research proposal for the present work, the steps
taken towards its development, and the definition of activities to achieve the objects
guiding it. Throughout the discussion, the chapter presents the remarks that differentiate
the proposal from the works previously presented. The connection between MTCS and
EH semantics is the core of the approach and what distinguishes it from related works.



CHAPTER 4
From Data Acquisition to Semantic Annotation

This chapter, along with Chapter 5, discusses the research development, which
seeks to address the gap in EH solutions that model sensor-acquired data but do not
combine these data with MTCS. This problem was split into two main focus points with
specific objectives for better understanding and attacking it:

• The lack of EH solution proposals that model sensor-acquired environmental data;
and

• The combination of them with medical terminologies and coding systems

The objectives contemplation for the first part of the problem are explained in
the following sections, with the main point of proposing a solution that models sensor-
acquired EH data while dealing with

• Low-level logic of acquisition, modeling, and extraction of heterogeneous data
• Usage of modeling technics that support environmental data granularity and com-

plexity
• Compliance with current EH regulations

Acquiring, modeling, and enriching EH data streams following the RAISE
reference architecture and the IoT-Stream ontology is the strategy of choice for this work.
The EH context directly impacts this decision because its demands require a system
capable of dealing with heterogeneous information with high granularity [2]. Plenty of
research effort was required to correctly address the modeling of the IoT environment
solutions for EH problems, and the bases established by this approach are the path towards
integrating this data with MTCSs.

The following sections describe the steps involved in this task, and it begins
by clarifying the required instantiation, from the acquisition to semantic annotation. The
description includes the individual adoption of each RAISE component that is part of the
research approach. Figure 4.1 adapts the view of RAISE layers to display the components
and layers related to the proposal.
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Figure 4.1: RAISE components related to the proposal. Adapted from [11]

The components unrelated to the proposal are translucent, like those in the
Presentation Layer, and there are also translucent entities in the Data Layer to mark those
data that our proposal does not use.

The proposed focus for the RAISE reference architecture is a solution for HCISs.
However, the instantiation described in the following subsections explains the integration
between components and external systems and presents how this architecture is adequate
in the EH domain.

4.1 Acquisition

The first step towards implementing the research proposal is to work with
the acquisition of EH data, and, as the title of this work anticipates, our proposal’s
focus is to work with EH data streams. The data acquisition, as in RAISE, can use
several heterogeneous sources to obtain interest data, like datasets, sensors, and the web.
However, our proposal aims to work with sensor-acquired data to address the problem we
state in Chapter 1.

That is not to say that the instantiation of components developed in this work
cannot correctly work with EH datasets. For example, one of the first tests after the instan-
tiation of this component was a simulation of EH sensors readings. The main difference
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between this test and the current version of the Acquisition component was that instead of
acquiring measurements in real-time, this instantiation processed historical events. As a
result, every other component was able to seamlessly work with the acquired data, proving
that the instantiation of this part of the RAISE reference architecture correctly addresses
the role of an acquisition component, abstracting unnecessary information from other lay-
ers and components. If necessary, the current instantiation can even work with both data
sources, physical sensors, and datasets, which could even mean the possibility of devel-
oping simulations on how the combination of different factors impacts the EH.

That said, the acquisition of EH data is crucial for the solution proposed in this
work, and the research efforts in this component are the difference between having a low
coupling or a high one.

To take advantage of the capabilities of the IoT environment and contemplate the
acquisition of EH data, we decided to integrate the data acquisition in our proposal with
a solution for air quality monitoring in indoor environments called Air-Pure [17]. This
decision opens a wide range of possibilities in the EH IoT world, such as tracking and
managing events, obtaining valuable information about indoor environments, and efficient
operations.

The Air-Pure is a physical device composed of sensors that monitor the air
quality in indoor environments through the reading of temperature, relative humidity, and
the concentrations of Carbon Dioxide and Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) data.
Figure 4.2 presents its physical configuration:

Figure 4.2: Air-Pure prototype welded on phenolite plate [17].

For example, considering the illustrative scenario, Air-Pure devices can be de-
ployed in different indoor environments on a building and work individually by collecting
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observations of a given room. As every room has its particular conditions, different events
could happen in each room, given its occupants and ventilation levels. Each event can be
traced back to observations of EH factors that triggered it, and thus to the responsible Air-
Pure device, and finally, given the devices’ location, the place where the event happened.

The EH data readings of this device generate continuously available data streams,
respecting the granularity requirements of EH data and offering observations in real-time
that can be interpreted immediately.

This device acts as the Acquisition component for the Environmental Data
source from the RAISE point of view, and the EH data readings of this device generate
continuously available data streams, the kind our research proposal aims to use. Thus,
following what RAISE expects, the only layer directly accessing the Data Layer is the
Business Layer in which this Acquisition component is.

Other components from the same layer have interactions with the Acquisition
component, like the Modeling and Content Extraction components, which we explain in
the following subsections.

With the Air-Pure device installed in a room, the sensors produce measurements
for EH factors with a configurable periodicity of seconds. These measurements already
correspond to a data stream and can be interpreted by managers, although the granularity
of this quantitative data might not be suited for human analysis, bringing unnecessary
complexity. Table 4.1 presents an overview of what a raw EH stream could look like:

-----------------------------------------------
Date Entry ID Value
2020-05-20 10:27:04 UTC 102747 476.00
2020-05-20 10:27:19 UTC 102748 473.00
2020-05-20 10:27:34 UTC 102749 471.00
2020-05-20 10:27:49 UTC 102750 464.00
2020-05-20 10:28:04 UTC 102751 471.00
2020-05-20 10:28:19 UTC 102752 481.00
2020-05-20 10:28:34 UTC 102753 482.00
2020-05-20 10:28:49 UTC 102754 480.00
2020-05-20 10:28:04 UTC 102755 477.00
2020-05-20 10:28:19 UTC 102756 484.00
-----------------------------------------------

Table 4.1: Raw CO2 EH stream produced by the Air-Pure device.

Each row in this table represents a single observation of a single EH factor, in
this case, the CO2 Pollutant. The first column represents the time the sensor captured the
observation, followed by the unique identifier of such observation and its value. More
information concerning a single measurement could have been displayed, but those are
the most necessary ones to simplify things.
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Table 4.1 information refers to to a single environmental factor of interest, but
the device can produce several observations for each factor, which means more difficulties
analyzing and interpreting data for human beings. That is where the use of computational
methods first comes in hand, and throughout the description of the following components,
we present each time how these observations are consumed, analyzed, interpreted, and
presented both for applications and human usage.

The interpretation of such raw observations by humans is limited, prone to error,
and full of difficulties [7]. Following the illustrative scenario, simply presenting the infor-
mation of an observation and its identifier to a manager would not be suited to identify
its provenance, importance, assess its context, and, most importantly, provide needed ac-
tions. That is higher-level processing and information and is a problem addressed in the
following subsections.

4.2 Modeling

After the acquisition, EH data streams are sent to ThingSpeak, a platform
acting as a broker for applications interested in the collected data. There, raw EH
data is automatically organized in a schema for exchanging information with different
applications.

The Modelling component represents the underlying schema of acquired data for
the RAISE reference architecture, with this schema suited to expansions and refinement
as new data is acquired. ThingSpeak acts like this description in our approach, but the
platform provides many other features, including data analysis.

After receiving data streams collected by the Air-Pure device, ThingSpeak
organizes information and produces a JSON that can be retrieved and consumed privately,
granted through API keys. That links this component and the Content Extractor, which
reads the JSON and proceeds the EH data flow.

Figure 4.3 depicts the combination of these three components:
As the figure shows, this process is continuous; each new EH data observation

is sent to the modeling component and extracted by the Content Extractor component,
with the physical device sending new EH observations every 15 seconds, granting a fine
granularity for the EH data analysis.

The Modeling component captures every EH stream the Air-Pure device pro-
vides and organizes them inside a JSON file that applications can retrieve. The observa-
tions can be retrieved as a whole:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

{"created-at":"2020-05-20T10:27:04Z","entry-id":1102747,"TEMP":"32.10",
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Figure 4.3: The Acquistion, Modeling, and Content Extractor components [Self Author-
ship].

"RHUM":"63.00","TVOC":"1222.00","CO2":"476.00"},

{"created-at":"2020-05-20T10:27:19Z","entry-id":1102748,"TEMP":"32.10",

"RHUM":"63.00","TVOC":"1222.00","CO2":"473.00"},

...

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Or individually:

------------------------------------------------------------------------

{"created-at":"2020-05-20T10:27:04Z","entry-id":1102747,"CO2":"476.00"},

{"created-at":"2020-05-20T10:27:19Z","entry-id":1102748,"CO2":"473.00"},

...

------------------------------------------------------------------------

These differences might not appear to be helpful in most of the contexts, but they
are. For instance, considering the illustrative scenario, a manager or application might find
it interesting to combine several EH factors in its analysis, but others might find part of
the information unnecessary. Thus, having these two different ways of acquiring modeled
data is interesting, as it delivers certain flexibility to different contexts. That is one factor
in using the ThingSpeak platform as the Modelling component in this work.

The ThingSpeak platform also provides simple charts that can improve the data
interpretation of the observations from the human perspective:

That is only the first interaction providing a simplified view of information to a
user, and it is particular to the already existing ThingSpeak platform. For the objectives
of this chapter, EH data streams enrichment, the modeling provided by the ThingSpeak
platform is a necessary intermediate between components because it provides a simple
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Figure 4.4: The CO2 stream chart at the ThingSpeak platform. [Self Authorship]

way to standardize sensor data that can be further captured and exploited by applications
and components.

4.3 Content Extractor

The development of the Content Extractor component in our proposal deals with
the low-level details of the timely acquisition of the Air-Pure data streams produced by
the Acquisition component. The Content Extractor component obtains each data stream
directly from the Modeling component and deals with them individually.

The Content Extractor gets a new EH data stream observation every 15 seconds
while considering data heterogeneity in its execution. In its processing, the component
does that extracting data as simple entities that are individually added in a model that
maps relationships and characteristics, ensuring the correct characterization of each EH
data observation and their interaction in the environment in which they were acquired.
This periodicity attends to the timely Acquisition and Analysis requirement, ensuring
that the EH streams granularity requirement is respected. Moreover, individualizing data
streams allow the system to include new streams further modularly while also allowing
the Semantic Annotation and Pattern Extraction components to enrich data and discover
new usable knowledge in a simplified way.

Following the example given in the previous two sections, the Content Extractor
component can now individually extract the information from the product of the Modeling
component:

As Figure 1 presents, the Content Extractor individualizes the JSON information
in four measurements, one for each EH factor obtained, by identifying the correct
observation for an EH stream by its field name.

This component instantiation grants flexibility in the number of different streams
it captures observations. For example, if the JSON presented more observations for
the same EH factors or even new factors, the Content Extractor could differentiate the
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
<sensorOutput-Temperature-2020-05-20-10-27-04> <hasValue> 32.10
<sensorOutput-RelativeHumidity-2020-05-20-10-27-04> <hasValue> 63.00
<sensorOutput-VOCs-2020-05-20-10-27-04> <hasValue> 1222.00
<sensorOutput-CO2-2020-05-20-10-27-04> <hasValue> 476.00
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Code 1: The extracted information from the Modeling component. [Self Authorship]

observations by interpreting its field name. Furthermore, the process of adding a new
factor is as simple as adding a new sensor to a platform, for it will require only information
of the observation’s unit and quantity kind of the observation. This information can be
inputted in the JSON file that the ThingSpeak platform provides, meaning this process is
automatic and does not require human participation.

4.4 Semantic Annotation

Following the EH streams content extraction, the subsequent step is the anno-
tation of these data, which effectively is the semantic enrichment of acquired data in an
ontological model, a crucial step towards pattern extraction and data integration, which
are also addressed by RAISE components. The semantic enrichment of EH streams loads
the ontological model with information that combined can reveal intricate relationships
[6] between EH factors in an indoor environment. These relationships are not easy to find
in human analysis, for they are not usually a direct cause and consequence pair but a set
of different properties between entities that produce behavior. It is the job of the Pattern
Extraction component to discover such combinations in a model.

The adoption of ontologies as means for pattern extraction and data integration
is addressed in Chapter 3. However, the ontologies collection of choice for the modeling
of EH information is a decision of significant importance, and to correctly address the
context of this work’s approach, requirements that ontologies should cover were defined.
The following example of requirements description helps understanding how vital are the
ontologies for this work considering three different aspects of it:

4.4.1 Considering Data Streams and System’s organization

• Which sensor <S> collects observations <O> for the Stream <DS>?
• What is the Unit <U> and Quantity Kind <Q> for the Observation <O>?
• What is the value for the Observation <O> at the Time Instant <I> for the Stream

<DS>?
• In what Location <L> is the Stream <DS> being observed?
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The correct link between a sensor and the observations it collects for a Stream is
interesting in several ways:

1. It helps to identify the origin of observations concerning their location and charac-
teristics of the environment

2. This information can also be used to evaluate the quality of the observations of a
given sensor individually

3. If outlier observations start to appear, which means values out of the expected range,
this requirement attendance grants a path to find the sensor responsible for them

The modeling of units and quantity kinds for observations helps identify the EH
factor of the observation, but the main reason for this requirement is to assess parameters
to use on the observations’ processes correctly. For example, analysis of temperature
observations has to identify if the measurements taken into consideration are in Celsius
Degrees or Fahrenheit, or else the result might be completely wrong and unusable.

Concerning the value of observations, the instant of acquisition, and pertaining
data stream, such information is required in time range analysis, such as calculating the
average temperature of a room in a day.

Finally, the information about where a Stream is being collected can be used to
analyze particular indoor environments. As an analysis of a stream can produce another
stream, it is also necessary to capture this information to provide new streams [22].

IoT-Stream comprises processes that our approach addresses in an individual and
not reusable fashion, like the pre-processings and analysis over data streams. IoT-Stream
deals with these processes via the Analytics Service class, which has connections with
the IotStream class. This modeling makes it easy to combine ontological models in other
contexts, for instance, a specific ontology that addresses air pollution.

Another positive point for the IoT-Stream adoption in modeling is its combina-
tion with the already used RAISE reference architecture. Continuing the data flow pre-
sented in Figure 4.3, Analytics Services like RAISE’s Pattern Extraction proposes could
follow after the acquisition and modeling. These services, or components, consume data
streams to create new knowledge, stored and consumed by different external applications
or top layers.

4.4.2 Considering Pollution Analysis

• What are the Concentrations <C> for the Pollutant <P>?
• What is the Average <A> of the Concentrations <C> for the Pollutant <P> at the

Time Interval <T>?
• What is the Air Quality Index <AQI> obtained for the Pollutant <P> at the Time

Instant <I>?
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The information concerning the concentration of a Pollutant is as crucial as
information of other EH factors. Therefore, this requirement specifies the concentration
of Pollutants by the necessity of establishing links between the information of such EH
factor, related regulations, and impacts on human health, and other properties.

Another desirable information concerns another view related to time. The cap-
turing of the average concentration in a given time interval is crucial to understand the
level of concentration of such pollutants and how it might have impacted the health of an
indoor environment at the time.

Finally, the Air Quality Index (AQI) is one of the most used information to assess
the health of an indoor environment. The providing of such information is pivotal for
many analyses, both from humans and machines.

The modeling provided by the IoT-Stream ontology does not fully address such
questions and factors, like Pollutant, individual Air Quality Index, Categorizations, and
others. Thus we combine the already existent modeling of EH data streams with the
AQOnto ontology.

The AQOnto ontology provides the means required to consistently represent
indicators for environmental pollution following definitions of ISO 37120. In this work,
measurements of pollutants collected by sensing stations are combined to define different
indicators and indexes to access air quality. As the modeling provided by the IoT-Stream
ontology is already capable of modeling observations of a particular EH factor, to combine
these two ontologies is a one-to-one correspondence situation if such EH factor is an
observed pollutant, like Carbon Dioxide (CO2).

As previously mentioned in Chapter 1, CO2 is a significant factor considering
EH in indoor environments [9]. As a product of the metabolism process, this gas is almost
always present in different environments, and poorly ventilated indoor environments make
it easier to accumulate the gas, which can cause severe health symptoms and signals on
the occupants of a room.

Given the impacts this gas has on human health, several regulations establish
ranges to access the air quality of indoor environments according to its concentration.
As our study is conducted in the Brazillian territory, we follow the Brazilian National
Sanitary Vigilance Agency (ANVISA) [5] Resolution - RE n°9, of the sixteenth of January
of 2003, as a guideline to access indoor air quality.

The ANVISA resolution was based on already well-established indoor environ-
ments resolutions like the Environment Protection Agency of the United States of Amer-
ica (EPA), from which it derives the values for concentrations of different Pollutants that
Table 4.5 presents:

In which:

• Ip = Index for Pollutant p;
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Figure 4.5: The table for concentrations and indexes limits per pollutant [EPA].

• Cp = Concentration for Pollutant p;
• BPl0 = Inferior limit for pollutant concentration;
• BPHi = Superior limit for pollutant concentration;
• IL0 = Inferior limit for index of the concentration;
• IHi = Superior limit for index of the concentration.

Every Pollutant has an inferior and a superior concentration limit in a range.
These values are used to calculate the Indoor Air Quality of an environment AQI as it
follows:

Figure 4.6: The AQI formula [14]

The resolutions also inform the correct process to aggregate the concentrations
of a particular pollutant, considering how often this aggregation is made and how.
For example, following the resolutions guide for CO2, we can calculate its aggregate
concentration as follows:

First, considering that the CO2 aggregation periodicity is one hour, the last
hour of this Pollutant measurements are retrieved. The value is then combined in a
simple arithmetic average, and the value is used as the concentration aggregation for the
Pollutant.
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We can now calculate the AQI for the Pollutant according to the resolution’s
formula with this information. For instance, according to Table 4.5, if the value is 700
ppm, the inferior limit would be 501, and the superior 1000. That means we would have
something like this:

--------------------------------------------

AQI = (100 - 51) * (700 - 501) + 51

____________

(1000 - 501)

--------------------------------------------

This calculation leads to an AQI value of 70, which, considering the ANVISA
resolutions, indicates a regular AQI for the indoor environment. This process, again, re-
spects the timely acquisition and analysis requirements of the RAISE reference architec-
ture.

Providing the information of the AQI for an indoor environment like the idea
presented in the illustrative scenario would help managers better understand how good
the EH is in a given room. This kind of general assessment is usually the first information
of concern in analysis, and it helps detect anomalies and poor environments rapidly.

The AQOnto ontology provides every necessary information in this calculation,
from the periodicity and measurements for the Pollutant to categorizing the AQI calcu-
lated value.

4.4.3 Considering the link with MTCS

• Which Symptoms <S> is associated with the Air Quality Index <AQI> for the
Pollutant <P>?

• Which Diseases <D> are associated with the Symptoms set <Ss> for the Exposure
<E>?

Understanding the symptoms associated with different AQIs is the first step
towards the link with MTCSs, and providing this information for users might be helpful
in many ways. If, for instance, in the illustrative scenario, a given manager is mainly
concerned with preventing the occupants of a room from decreasing in productivity, the
link between a bad AQI for the concentration of CO2 might be of interest for this manager,
as one of the symptoms related to it is the lack of concentration.

Suppose beyond this, and the concern is with what diseases an indoor environ-
ment occupant might experience due to exposure to a pollutant. In that case, the second
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requirement example is noticed, considering Exposure the combination of exposure time
and pollutant concentration.

The ontology of choice for this role in this work was the Symptoms Ontology
(SYMP), as it was designed around the guiding concept of a symptom, covering a wide
range of such information. In addition, this ontology helps to understand the relationship
of Signs and Symptoms, where Signs are objective observations of illnesses, and thus this
ontology creates a link between this information and the diseases mapped at the MTCSs.
Such a link is addressed in Chapter 5.

These three ontologies compose the Data schema that the Semantic Annotation
component uses on the semantic enrichment of information. We consider Exposure the
combination of exposure time and pollutant concentration.Figure 4.7 depicts the data flow
after the content extraction that leads to this very enrichment:

Figure 4.7: The Content Extractor and Semantic Annotation. [Self Authorship].

As the Content Extractor components finish obtaining individual values from the
Modeling component, it starts communications with the Semantic Annotation component.
This component enriches the information provided with semantics, schematizing it in
the previously described ontological models. This modeling ensures compliance with the
industry standards to represent semantic information that is machine-understandable and
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easy to exchange within components and other systems. This implementation is one of the
most particular for this case study, not because of its EH domain, but, the requirements
that it had to contemplate to extract data. Therefore, its re-usability is limited and require
a certain degree of adaptation. The same thing cannot be said about the Acquisition and
Modeling components, their case is definitely bound to the case study domain, being only
its organizational aspects generic enough to be reusable.

The combination between the IoT-Stream, AQOnto, and Symptoms Ontology is
presented in Figure 4.8:

Figure 4.8: The link between the ontologies in use. [Self Authorship].

We consider this combination one of this work’s contributions since there is no
explicit link between these three ontologies that was possible to find in the literature.
Specifically, the link between the Symptoms ontology and the AQOnto ontology demands
creating a formal ontology and namespace that we called SymptomAssociation, respon-
sible for mapping the exposure events with its symptoms. A simple example of how these
four ontologies are connected is presented next:

We begin with the IoT-Stream modeling of the System Organization and Obser-
vations.

The first part of this modeling is relative to a system of Air-Pure devices in a
hypothetical scenario where a building is thoroughly monitored, room by room. The IoT-
Lite, as part of the IoT-Stream ontology, offers the means required for the modeling of this
system of systems. As we can see in the first line of the example, we create a system that
comprehends the laboratories at the Informatic Institute and adds the device ’LAB253’ as
a subsystem. Each lab (or room) has its Air-Pure device responsible for monitoring the
EH factors of the room. The device is composed of several sensors, like the one we show
at line 11, so for the subsystem at line 4, the only properties we are interested in are its
location and the sensors composing the device; in this case, only the CO2 sensor. Each
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--------------------------------------------------------------------
1: <AirPure#/service/INFLabs>
2: a <ssn:Device> ;
3: <IoT-Lite#hasSubSystem> AirPure#/service/LAB253>
--------------------------------------------------------------------
4: <AirPure#/service/LAB253>
5: a <ssn#SensingDevice> ;
6: <geo/wgs84_pos#location> AirPure#/location> ;
7: <IoT-Lite#hasSensor> AirPure#/CO2-Sensor-d5e900> .
--------------------------------------------------------------------
8: <AirPure#/location>
9: a <geo/wgs84_pos#Point> ;
10: <geo/wgs84_pos#lat> "-16.6799"^^xsd:double ;
11: <geo/wgs84_pos#long> "-49.255" .
--------------------------------------------------------------------
12: <AirPure#/CO2-Sensor-d5e900>
13: a <SOSA#sensor> ;
14: <IoT-Lite#hasQuantityKind> <quantityKind#CO2Concentration> ;
15: <IoT-Lite#hasUnit> <unit#PPM> .
--------------------------------------------------------------------
16: <IoT-Stream#CO2-202105200800>
17: a <IoT-Stream#iotStream> ;
18: <IoT-Stream#streamStart> "2021-05-20-08-00-00"^^xsd:time .
--------------------------------------------------------------------
19: <IoT-Stream#Observation-CO2-2021-05-20-10-27-04>
20: a <SOSA#Observation> ;
21: <IoT-Stream#belongsTo> <IoT-Stream#CO2-202105200800> ;
22: <AQOnto#hasHappenedOn> "2021-05-20-10-27-04"^^xsd:time ;
23: <AQOnto#hasMeasurementOf> <AQOnto#CO2> ;
24: <SOSA#hasSimpleResult> "476.00"^^xsd:double .
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Code 2: The IoT-Stream Modeling. [Self Authorship].

sensor has a unique identifier, the quantity of the measurements it acquires, and its unit. In
this example, we have a sensor that acquires CO2 observations in parts per million (PPM)
and deals with concentrations. These observations compose data streams, represented in
line 16, with only one property, the starting time of the stream. The observation modeling
carries information about the stream it belongs to, the time it was collected, the observed
value, and, in this case, the Pollutant it is observing, as a link for the modeling we have in
the AQOnto ontology. In this case, our stream begins at 8 hours on the twentieth of May
2021, and every stream observation is made after this starting time, like the one presented
in line 19.

So, in a nutshell, the connection between the IoT-Stream and the AQOnto
ontology is the very point where they start to differentiate, the observed values. While
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the IoT-Stream ontology collects observations from sensors, the AQOnto ontology uses
the term measurements, also capture from sensors. that said, when a pollutant observation
is collected by a sensor and modeled at the IoT-Stream class observation, the step that
follows it immediately is the modeling of this pollutant measurement at the AQOnto
ontology:

Figure 4.9: The IoT-Stream and AQOnto modeling. [Self Authorship].

In the point of view of the semantic enrichment until this point, in order to add a
new device that monitors a new room at the same building, all the system would have to
create is a new resource for the device, modeling its sensors and location, and then further
connect it with the whole system using the IoT-Lite#hasSubSystem property. The same
kind of adjustment would be made if a new sensor, a new observation, was to be added to
this system.

Now, the AQOnto ontology provides the classes and properties needed for the
modeling of Pollutants and AQIs required for the correct correlation with symptoms:

The AQOnto ontology differentiates Pollutants in natural and anthropogenic, that
classification is included in creating the resource for a Pollutant, being the only other
information its periodicity. Although not much complex, the Pollutant classes are used
in several other classes in the AQOnto ontology, including the directly above in Code
3, which models an indicator for the pollutant. We consider that indicators must have
unique identifiers to look upon the several occurrences of different categories and offer an
overview of the history of the AQI. The Indicators modeling include the time window
of the considered observations, aggregated value, the derivation form, and respective
Pollutants. The pollutant aggregation is critical to understand the link between this class
and the measurements. Each measurement captures an observation for a pollutant and
the time it was collected, so the reasoning can correctly capture the observations of an
indicator.

From the semantic enrichment point of view, adding a new pollutant is as
simple as creating a new resource for this pollutant, including information concerning
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------------------------------------------------------------------
1: <AQOnto#sensorOutput-Pollutant-DateTime>
2: a <AQOnto#AQ_Measurement> ;
3: <IoT-Lite#hasUnit> <qudt/unit> ;
4: <AQOnto#hasHappenedOn> xsd:time ;
5: <AQOnto#hasMeasurementOf> <AQOnto#Pollutant> ;
6: <AQOnto#takesPlaceAt> device/location> ;
7: <SOSA#hasSimpleResult> xsd:double .
------------------------------------------------------------------
8: <AQOnto#IndicatorFor-Pollutant-DateTime>
9: a <AQOnto#AQ_Indicator> ;
10: <IoT-Stream#WindowStart> xsd:time ;
11: <IoT-Stream#WindowEnd> xsd:time ;
12: <AQOnto#hasAvgConc> xsd:double ;
13: <AQOnto#isDerivedBy> <AQOnto#DerivationForm> ;
14: <AQOnto#isIndicatorFor> <AQOnto#Pollutant> .
------------------------------------------------------------------
15: <AQOnto#Pollutant>
16: a <AQOnto#Pollutant> ;
17: <AQOnto#hasPeriodicity> xsd:integer .
------------------------------------------------------------------

Code 3: The Pollutants and indexes associated with observations. [Self Authorship].

its observations and associating an indicator. This addition is not as automatic as it was in
including a new sensor in the system, as the information concerning the ranges of indicator
categories might have to be added to the model if not yet present. The information around
the exposure patterns that configure signs and symptoms related to this new pollutant
would also have to be manually added to the system.

The SymptomsAssociation ontology handles the association providing the means
necessary to associate symptoms set with a given AQI:

The link between the AQOnto ontology and the Symptoms ontology is produced
by the SympAssoc ontology we wrote. As seen in line 8, the reasoning input the correct
association between a given indicator in time with a symptom set, in this case, the light
and brief symptoms set. Lines 11 to 20 describe the symptoms of such a set.

The SymptomsAssociation ontology is better understood when considering the
classes that spread through its association with the AQOnto ontology. After connecting
a SymptomSet to an indicator through the use of the hasSymptomsSet property from the
SymptomsAssociation ontology, each set then describes its time window of appearance,
that is, when symptoms arise, through the use of the hasTimeWindow property. Them,
what follows is a list of symptoms from the SYMP ontology is linked to this set via
hasSymptom property.

As previously mentioned, adding a new pollutant in the system implicates the
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1: <AQOnto#IndicatorFor-Pollutant-DateTime>
2: a <AQOnto#AQ_Indicator> ;
3: <IoT-Stream#WindowStart> "2021-05-20-10-27-04"xsd:time ;
4: <IoT-Stream#WindowEnd> "2021-05-20-11-27-04"xsd:time ;
5: <AQOnto#hasAvgConc> "780.51"^^xsd:double ;
6: <AQOnto#isDerivedBy> <AQOnto#Average> ;
7: <AQOnto#isIndicatorFor> <AQOnto#CO2> ;
8: <SymptAs#hasSymptomsSet> <SymptAs#lightAndBriefSet> .
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
9: <SymptAs#lightAndBriefSet>
11: a <SymptAs#SymptomsSet> ;
12: <SymptAs#hasTimeWindow> "3"^^xsd:integer ;
13: <SymptAs#hasSymptom> <SYMP#inflamedEyes> ;
14: <SymptAs#hasSymptom> <SYMP#strainEyes> ;
15: <SymptAs#hasSymptom> <SYMP#throatPain> ;
16: <SymptAs#hasSymptom> <SYMP#runnyNose> ;
17: <SymptAs#hasSymptom> <SYMP#cough> ;
18: <SymptAs#hasSymptom> <SYMP#sneezing> ;
19: <SymptAs#hasSymptom> <SYMP#wheezing> ;
20: <SymptAs#hasSymptom> <SYMP#chestPain> ;
21: <SymptAs#hasSymptom> <SYMP#dyspnea> .
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Code 4: The Symptoms set association with the AQI in a given instant of time. [Self
Authorship].

addition of symptom sets. Likewise, the addition of pollutants but the refining of sets with
more studies might implicate the addition or removal of symptoms. From this perspective,
adding symptoms is covered at the SympAssoc ontology, while the Symptoms Ontology
covers a wide range of necessary Symptoms. The association between a set and symptoms
is as simple as referencing the symptoms’ identifier.

Each symptom at the SymptomsAssociation ontology sets are retrieved from the
Symptoms Ontology:

----------------------------------------------------
1: <SYMP#inflamedEyes>
2: a <SYMP#inflammation> ;
3: <SYMP#ID> "SYMP:0000310" ;
4: <SYMP#PrefLabel> "Inflamed Eyes" ;
5: <SYMP#SubClassOf> <SYMP#eyeSymptom> ;
6: <SYMP#CUI> "C0021368" .
----------------------------------------------------

Code 5: A symptoms as present in the Symptoms Ontology. [Self Authorship].
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The SYMP ontology describes each symptom and signal by declaring its unique
identifier, a subclass of symptoms, and preferred labels. In addition, the Common Unique
Identifier (CUI) of symptoms and signals can be added in these resources to link symp-
toms to diseases in the MTCSs organization. This link makes it possible to correlate Pol-
lutants concentrations and possible diseases that a room occupant might experience.

It is possibly to establish a link between this ontology and MTCSs by matching
this class CUI, Common Unique Identifier with the CUI on terms defined in MTCSs.

The Semantic Annotation component input the extracted information into the
resulting ontological model it produces to continue the example mentioned earlier. In
practical terms, this input is the population of a knowledge graph that endows information
by representing the links between different hierarchies and relationships of the entities.
This information is stored in triples, as we will address in the following subsection.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1: <AQOnto#sensorOutput-CO2-2021-05-20-10-27-04>
2: a <AQOnto#AQ_Measurement> ;
3: <IoT-Lite#hasUnit> <qudt/unit#PPM> ;
4: <AQOnto#hasHappenedOn> "2021-05-20-10-27-04"^^xsd:time ;
5: <AQOnto#hasMeasurementOf> <AQOnto#CO2> ;
6: <AQOnto#hasPeriodicity> "1"^^xsd:integer ;
7: <AQOnto#takesPlaceAt> <.../Air-Pure/location> ;
8: <SOSA#hasSimpleResult> "476.00"^^xsd:double .
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Code 6: The ontological modeling of CO2 measurement. [Self Authorship]

The idea behind this component is the most generic of our approach. Its reusabil-
ity in huge range of domain is only limited by the use of the proper ontology modeling.
If, for instance, there was a need to annotate water pollution information, all one would
have to do is to use the correct ontology for this domain.

4.5 Storage

The Storage component also interacts with several components. For instance,
during content extraction and semantic annotation processes, raw and annotated EH data
are stored as triples in a dataset. This storage is essential, for each level of information can
be used by different applications, and, as though only after the semantic information data
becomes exchangeable and machine-understandable is still used for the raw data stored.

We make use of a Jena component called TDB for storage. This component
provides a high-performance RDF store on a single machine, but it can also provide a
shared database for multiple applications through the Fuseki component.
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The implementation of this storage component allows using SPARQL protocols
for querying the dataset.

4.6 Final Considerations

The components we present in this chapter comply with some aspects of the
problem stated in Chapter 1:

• The Acquisition, Modeling, and Content Extractor, integration ensures that our in-
stantiation can retrieve sensor-acquired data to feed the data flow processing, ana-
lyzing, and presentation. Moreover, although we focus on sensors, the instantiation
is perfectly capable of exploring other data sources such as datasets.

• The instantiation can correctly describe the EH information available in the envi-
ronment through the Semantic Annotation enrichment of data. The semantic en-
richment provides the necessary base to assess the impacts of EH in human health.

We address the last statement of the problem, the combination of EH data and
MTCS, in Chapter 5, for it demands a new level of analysis and knowledge discovery.



CHAPTER 5
From Data Preprocessing to Semantic Query

Following Chapter 4, this Chapter discusses the final part of our research; the
Preprocessing developed to address requirements of AQI calculations and MTCSs link,
and the Semantic Query that exploits the richness of the semantically annotated data.

The objectives contemplation for this last part of the problem are explained in the
following sections, with the main point of providing the combination of sensor acquired
EH streams and MTCSs, by accomplishing the following objectives:

• Modeling the EH regulations aspects concerning AQI
• Preparing data to link with Symptoms, Signs, and Diseases
• Associating the Signs and Symptoms at the Symptoms ontology with MTCSs

As in Chapter 4, we map the approach with the RAISE reference architecture
components in Section 1, and then we describe a complete picture of the components
and their relationships, and then we present the queries and possibilities of the enriched
data. Finally, we split the instantiation into two sections to offer a better view of the
possibilities of enriched data, not only for the already addressed examples but for several
other applications that can use EH data acquired by sensors. We begin by presenting
the last three involved steps, the Preprocessing, the Pattern Extraction, and the Data
Publishing.

5.1 Preprocessing

As the RAISE reference architecture presents, Healthcare Informations Systems
(HCIS) usually require a preprocessing step after using it, providing only necessary and
significant data. That is also true when working with EH data acquired by sensors, and
while the current proposal does not have to worry about anonymization, privacy, and
cleanup techniques, it does have to contemplate regulations requirements.

By following the ANVISA resolution, one of the most critical criteria to observe
is the correct aggregation for environmental factors, such as CO2, to obtain the air quality
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index of interest. Such a requirement meeting provides a cleanup for the captured CO2
measurements, for by producing an average of its observations over a period, it deletes
dirty values and helps to validate the accuracy of the measurements. Furthermore, the
ontological modeling of measurements ensures the uniformity and consistency of data
across components and systems.

Such is the role of the ontological models in assuring data quality that the
Preprocessing component in our approach mainly deals with attending to the ANVISA
resolution requirements concerning pollutants. That means that, for our approach, not
every EH data requires Preprocessing over its values. Thus, to meet both the ANVISA
and the preprocessing requirements, the Preprocessing component interacts directly with
the Semantic Annotation component, being part of the data flow only when a specific
condition is met.

As a clarification, the preprocessing produced by the current instantiation of this
component does not use statistical methods as commonly seen in stream preprocessing.
Instead, it guarantees the quality of observations concerning pollutants by addressing the
aggregations required by the resolutions.

Figure 5.1: Semantic Annotation and Preprocessing. [Self authorship]

As Figure 5.1 depicts, while updating the EH model with new observations, the
Semantic Annotation component verifies if the new Observation requires or not some
form of aggregation, contemplating the resolutions. If so, the component also checks if
such aggregation needs some form of preprocessing. When both conditions are attended,
the Semantic Annotation components request the participation of the Preprocessing
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component, which, after preprocessing data, returns the flow to the Semantic Annotation
component.

Considering the illustrative scenario, a manager interested in verifying the com-
pliance of indoor environments and the regulations to which they are subjected might have
a particular interest in the results provided by the execution of this component. For exam-
ple, some regulations use the concentration of CO2 as an index for air renovation. Thus,
if the aggregation of CO2 observations reveals a concentration bigger than the desired
value, the responsible will know it is out of the recommended air renovation flow.

Following the same example in Chapter 4, considering one hour of CO2 obser-
vations, the Preprocessing component produces the following information:

------------------------------------------------------------------------
1: <AQOnto#IndicatorForConCO2-2021-05-20-10-27-04>
2: a <AQOnto#AQ_Indicator> ;
3: <IoT-Stream#WindowStart> "2021-05-20-10-27-04"^^xsd:time ;
4: <IoT-Stream#WindowEnd> "2021-05-20-11-27-04"^^xsd:time ;
5: <AQOnto#hasAvgConc> "780.51"^^xsd:double ;
6: <AQOnto#hasPeriodicity> "1"^^xsd>integer ;
7: <AQOnto#isDerivedBy> <AQOnto#Average> ;
8: <AQOnto#isIndicatorFor> <AQOnto#CO2> .
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Code 7: The Preprocessing of the CO2 observations. [Self authorship]

The first line is a unique identifier for the resource, which has the type
AQ_Indicator, the Air Quality Indicator for the Pollutant. Next, the triples store the in-
formation relative to the time window of the observations, a period of one hour, and the
aggregation methodology for this indicator, an Average.

5.2 Pattern Extraction

Pattern Extraction is a pivotal component in our work, and its job is to extract new
helpful knowledge from heterogeneous data. As defined by the RAISE reference architec-
ture, this component can apply several methods to extract knowledge, like classification,
regression, clustering, and statistics, depending on the particularities of a particular in-
formation system. For example, the information modeling and coding on the EH stream
semantic enrichment we developed brings many opportunities to extract semantics from
sensor acquired data that several tools, services, and applications are likely to be interested
in and use.

The ontology modeling in our work uses the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
as the language to represent complex entities and relations. This language offers several
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tools to exploit explicit and implicit knowledge, like the Generic Rules that can process
information in an ontology to produce new helpful knowledge. A Generic Rule can be
defined by users of an ontology in an ontology editor like Protégé, a practical tool to
adapt the ontology for the context of the ontology application, and we made great use of
it in our work. The usage of a reasoner to compute rule statements defined in an ontology
is called inference, and this inference is a point of interest in two parts of our approach:

• Computing AQI categories for Pollutants As the ANVISA and CONAMA resolu-
tions present, each Pollutant has different concentration ranges for every category
on the Air Quality indexes, and those are also particular depending on the reso-
lution in use. Therefore, we produced different Generic Rule to contemplate such
individuality:

RULE 1: [AQI for CO2 and AQI has average concentration between 0.0 and
500.0] -> [AQI for CO2 is Good]

The head of the rule brings conditions that, if attended, produce, effectively, new
helpful knowledge, the so-called body of the rule. In this example, we observe the
measurement value of a Pollutant’s AQI and calculate the category it fits. This new
information brings many possibilities for exciting applications and managers.

• Computing Symptoms for exposures Another inference we produce with the use
of inference over Generic Rules is the link between human health symptoms and
different exposures of Pollutants, considering the time of Exposure and concentra-
tions:

RULE 2: [AQI for CO2 has index value greater than 500.0 and time window
greater than 1 hour] -> [AQI for CO2 has Light and sudden symptoms set]

The statement above implies that if the CO2 concentration in an indoor environment
reaches an average of 770 ppm in a period of 2 hours, for instance, an occupant of
the room might begin to experience light symptoms or signs like headache.

The formal writing of a rule, the codification respecting the correct syntax, is
simple, which would mean that including a new rule in the system is easy. Of course,
that is true to a certain point, but the assembly of a rule, by definition, implies following a
norm or regulation, which brings difficulties inherent from researching and understanding
what the applicable norm or regulation is.

That is what followed when writing the rules above. It was already mentioned
that Rule 1 respects the ANVISA regulation when considering the concentrations of CO2.
This section presents a single rule for this context, simply considering space and avoiding
repeating the same rule with different values.

The same situation repeats in rule 2, with even more research involved to capture
symptoms and signals caused by pollutants. However, this work does not state that linked
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symptoms and signals are correct and should be considered in a diagnosis, nor does this
work intends to solve the SBS problem in a room.

Nevertheless, this association represents how such information can be added to
a model, enriching the knowledge level. This part of the research intends to show the path
from raw sensor data to semantic enrichment and pattern extraction.

The reading and application of this rules is one of the most generic parts of this
work’s contribution. A change in the domain of application would only require a new
specific set of rules to be applied over its modeling in order to provide new information.

Sensor-acquired data cannot produce such knowledge as it only offers raw un-
related observations. The developments that inferences offer are higher-level information
that could not be easily retrieved from the original observations. It is interesting to no-
tice that, in the particular case of the execution of Rule 2, the results it produces are only
viable after the semantic enrichment, and preprocessing of concentration values.

In our approach, the Pattern Extraction component works directly with the
Semantic Annotation component. After the Semantic Annotation component creates the
model, the Pattern Extraction component begins to apply rules periodically, creating an
inference model from which new knowledge is extracted, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Semantic Annotation and Pattern Extraction. [Self authorship]

With the Inference Model creation, the Pattern Extraction component can then
link the produced model with MTCSs.

With the execution of the Pattern Extraction component over the rules that
compute AQI’s categories depending on established values of regulations, the resource
we present in Figure 5.1 has a new property added, its category:
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1: <AQOnto#IndicatorForConCO2-2021-05-20-10-27-04>
2: a <AQOnto#AQ_Indicator> ;
3: <IoT-Stream#WindowStart> "2021-05-20-10-27-04"^^xsd:time ;
4: <IoT-Stream#WindowEnd> "2021-05-20-11-27-04"^^xsd:time ;
5: <AQOnto#hasAvgConc> "780.51"^^xsd:double ;
6: <AQOnto#hasPeriodicity> "1"^^xsd:integer ;
7: <AQOnto#isDerivedBy> <AQOnto#Average> ;
8: <AQOnto#isCategorizedBy> <AQOnto#CO2_REGULAR> ;
9: <AQOnto#isIndicatorFor> <AQOnto#CO2> .
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Code 8: The Category for the Air Quality indicator. [Self authorship]

In this example, the preprocessing of CO2 observations allowed the system to
calculate the AQI for the Pollutant. This value is stored in the hasAvgConc property, and
the Pattern Extraction component associates the CO2_REGULAR information to this AQI
after computing the exposure for this Pollutant.

Considering the illustrative scenario, with the association of an AQI category,
a manager is presented with summarized information that compiles the health of an
indoor environment. This level of knowledge helps to understand how critical or safe
an environment is concerning a particular regulation or values defined by the user.

Furthermore, the information concerning symptoms and signals might be benefi-
cial to understand the health of an environment. It might be that the simple categorization
of AQIs, or the presenting of a pollution average, is not enough to some interested parties,
like personal unfamiliar with the considered regulation or with the effects of the concen-
tration of a pollutant.

In this point, the Pattern Extraction component partially proves its importance
in the complete picture of this work, as the level of information it provides is not only
machine-readable but also adequate to human interpretation.

If not for the idea of consuming a set of rules to extract patterns over a model,
the information that this component produces would have to be hard-coded in its concept,
and that would have brought a series of adaptability issues to this work. This component’s
current organization ensures that including a new pattern to detect in a model is as simple
as providing a rule and said model as an input to the component.

5.3 Data Publishing

The Data Publishing component has the significant task of presenting different
levels of data for applications, services, and tools. It offers structured queries against the
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entire resultant model, meaning queries over the system modeling, observations, AQIs,
related symptoms, MTCS, and also several combinations of such parts.

To ensure the delivery of such queries, the Data Publishing Component has the
necessary tools to deal with the heterogeneity of the model, offering different filters for the
applications to obtain particular levels of knowledge. The following subsection presents
such queries, describing how they capture different levels of knowledge.

5.3.1 Semantic Query

Semantic queries have the purpose of consult and interpret information in its
contextual nature, considering associations between different entities. The consulting
and interpretation allow extracting explicit and implicit knowledge from information.
An example of explicit knowledge is the measurement unit or the concentration value
acquired for a Pollutant in a given room. Moreover, implicit knowledge is the AQI
category, a given room, in a time frame, for this Pollutant by analyzing structural,
semantic, and syntactic information.

It is essential to distinguish semantic queries from simple queries. While the
last is essentially a consult over data, semantic queries exploit graphs like ontological
models, linked data, or triples, and, as we explained in Chapter 4, we store our model in a
triples dataset. This section does not explain the exact process that semantic queries infer
knowledge but saying that they are perfectly capable of using features like operators,
namespaces, pattern matching, subclassing, transitive relations, and semantic rules the
ontologies.

This section presents the developed queries in natural language, abstracting
details to simplify the understanding and offer a clear picture of the wide range of
opportunities that semantically enriched information provides and that can be used by
other applications interested in EH data acquired by sensors. The SPARQL codes for
each of the following queries can be found in Appendix X. In addition, the following list
presents queries that are attended only after executing different components.

First, the Acquisition, Modeling, and Content Extractor components could,
in no way, provide the required information using the current instantiation for the
Data Publishing component for such queries use SPARQL, meaning that they query an
ontological model. However, alternative implementations could provide information like:

1. What is the current value for the Observations <O>?
2. What were the value for the Observations <O> at the Time Interval <Ti>?
3. What is the average for the Observations <O> at the Time Interval <Ti>?

It is the Semantic Annotation component that wides the range of possible queries
that the system can deliver:
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1. What is the current Concentration <C> for the Pollutant <P>?
2. What was the Concentration <C> for the Pollutant <P> at the Time Interval <Ti>?
3. What were the Concentrations <C> of the Pollutant <P> at the Time Interval <Ti>?

With the Preprocessing component help, information related to the aggregation
values of Pollutants is then available:

1. What is the current Average Concentration <Ac>for the Pollutant <P>?
2. What was the Average Concentration <Ac>for the Pollutant <P> at the Time

Interval <Ti>?

Furthermore, the Pattern Extraction Component produces an even higher level of
knowledge:

1. What is the current Indoor Air Quality index category <AQI> at Room <R>
considering Pollutant <P>?

2. What was the Indoor Air Quality index category <AQI> at Room <R> considering
Pollutant <P> at the Time Interval <Ti>?

3. What is the current Indoor Air Quality index category <AQI> at Room <R>
considering the Pollutants Set <Ps>?

4. What was the Indoor Air Quality index category <AQI> at Room <R> considering
the Pollutants Set <Ps> at the Time Interval <Ti>?

5. What can Symptoms Set <Ss> be linked with the current Indoor Air Quality <AQI>
considering the Pollutant <P>?

6. What are the Symptoms <S> present in Symptoms Set <Ss>?
7. What is the description of the Symptom <S>?

Finally, the link with MTCSs allows exploiting a whole new world of knowledge
concerning diseases:

1. What Diseases <D> can be associated with the Symptoms Set <Ss>?
2. What Diseases <D> can be linked with the current Indoor Air Quality <AQI>

considering the Pollutant <P>?

The queries presented above are executed following the flow depicted in Figure
5.3:

The query execution flow starts after receiving a request for the query and imme-
diately calls the Data Publishing component that prepares the query string, following the
SPARQL syntax and obtaining the triples dataset on which queries will be executed. The
querying depends on the storage component participation, and their execution produces a
ResultSet that is then sent or presented for applications, tools, or services.
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Figure 5.3: Querying flow with Storage component [Self authorship]

5.4 The MTCSs Association

Before addressing this section, it is necessary to explain that this work does
not explore the association of MTCSs in it at this point of research but instead presents
suggestions for developing it. Thus, this section intends to present the possibilities of
expanding the Symptoms ontology concepts with MTCSs.

MTCSs like the ICD10 classify and rank healthcare information while providing
unique codes for such classification. This information is mandatory in healthcare services,
as they are vital to prevent ambiguity and many misinformation problems.

As seen, the specific Symptoms and Signals at the SYMP ontology carry unique
identifiers but not CUIs; such information is presented on the database_cross_reference
property, as Figure 5.4 presents.

The classification system might change from version to version of these ontolo-
gies, implying changes to their particular identification codes, but the CUI remains the
same in each version of each ontology or MTCS.

That is crucial for the MTCSs’ association with the present work as it is the
bridge between the ontology used in this work and the MTCSs. Figure 5.5 presents the
correspondent symptom as present in the ICD10:

The problem with this association is that MTCSs like SNOMED-CT and ICD10
usually do not provide a public and free-to-use version of their ontologies. That is where
the class mappings of the BioPortal come in hand. Furthermore, the mapping allows
access to a resource definition in other ontologies in one click.

Another alternative for this problem is using the OMOP Common Data Model, a
standard pattern for databases to share healthcare information between hospitals, HCISs,
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Figure 5.4: The Common Unique Identifier at the Symptoms ontology. [Extracted from
BioPortal]

Figure 5.5: The Common Unique Identifier at the ICD10. [31]

and data analysis tools. This project contains several mappings between different MTCSs,
such as ICD10 to SNOMED-CT. Using the OMOP to map information between MTCSs
and ontologies like the Symptoms ontology offers an advantage that the BioPortal cannot
provide: the analysis support, a role that the Pattern Extraction component of this work
could easily contemplate provided the ontological version of the MTCSs were loaded at
the Semantic Annotation component. Figure 5.6 presents an overview of how the OMOP
works.

Different sources of information are processed and standardized following the
OMOP pattern, allowing methods to compute associations and discover relationships
between them. Considering the context of this work, the OMOP would deal with three
basic sources, presented in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: An overview of the OMOP Common Data Model [34]

Figure 5.7: An overview of the OMOP Common Data Model considering this work’s
sources. [Adatped from OHDSI, 2021].

5.5 The Full Picture

This section offers a full view of the components’ connections in our work,
completing the description of the RAISE instantiation we have been explaining since
Chapter 4.

The Acquisition component has only one connection, the one with the Content
Extractor. Therefore, it is only responsible for dealing with the low-level logic of sensor-
acquired EH data, being the Content Extractor responsible for considering and sending
each EH data stream individually to the Semantic Annotation component. Then, the
Semantic Annotation component can detect that some EH stream needs preprocessing
before consumption, which links with the Preprocessing component, but its natural path
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Figure 5.8: Complete diagram of components [Self authorship]

follows the flow by calling the Pattern Extraction component. The common point between
these three components, Preprocessing, Semantic Annotation, and Pattern Extraction,
is the link with the Storage component, for the three of them produce new data and
sometimes new knowledge worth being stored.

This organization makes it clear that the main contribution in this work is
based on what the Semantic Annotation component produces. Without the semantically
annotated model the enrichment of information that this work demonstrates, including
the role that the SymptomsAssociation ontology plays in connecting new information
concerning human health, would simply not be reacheable.

5.6 Final Considerations

For the components we present in both chapters 4 and 5, the following table sum-
marizes the relationships between the instantiations and the requirements that the RAISE
reference architecture elicits. The requirements are: Heterogeneity (HT), medical termi-
nologies and coding systems (MTCS), Semantics (SM), Standardization (ST), Semantic
Interoperability (SI), Timely Acquisition and Analysis (TA), Pattern Extraction (PE), and
Multiple Stakeholders (MS).
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Instantiation/Requirements HT MTCS SM ST SI TA PE MS

Acquisition X X X
Contente Extractor X X X X
Modeling X X X X X
Semantic Annotation X X X X X X
Preprocessing X X X X X
Pattern Extraction X X X X X X X
Data Publishing X X X X X
Storage X X X X X



CHAPTER 6
Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter is to present a synthesis of the developed work,
exploring our contributions, limitations, and possible future works based on the problem
we attack in our work.

6.1 Problems

Here, the problem stated in Chapter 1 is revisited, for in the same way that it
guided the work development, it shall now guide its conclusions.

There is a lack of EH solution proposals that model sensor-acquired environ-

mental data and combine them with medical terminologies and coding systems.

That is to say that this work intended to treat the shortage of approaches in
the Environmental Health proposals addressing the complex nature of its data, from its
granular aspect to its relationships, that as far as it was possible to observe, could not link
EH factors and human health by using MTCSs.

The approach addresses this problem in two main focus points:

• Semantic Enrichment of Data Streams.
• Pattern Extraction and MTCS.

Although there is a clear link between these points, the difference between what
the work achieves with the first part and what is achieved with the late one concerning
produced knowledge’s level is what leads to the separation of them in two chapters, and
here, at the conclusions, in two subsections.

6.1.1 Semantic Enrichment of Data Streams

The work development of both parts of the problem departs from the same point,
which is the RAISE reference architecture. Using this reference architecture as a starting
point helps address the problem, for it offers a guide to fulfilling the demands of complex
systems dealing with heterogeneous data.
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This first part of the problem, the lack of EH solution proposals that model

sensor-acquired environmental data, implies several requirements:

• Dealing with low-level logic of acquisition, modeling, and extraction of heteroge-
neous data.

• Usage of modeling technics that support environmental data granularity and com-
plexity.

• Compliance with current EH regulations.

The importance of dealing with heterogeneous data comes from the very nature
of EH factors. To acquire and analyze different information from different data sources
implies capturing these differences and abstracting details from the system to grant
interoperability.

As for the modeling technics requirement, it is observed that different EH
factors demand different granularities, meaning the period between measurements of such
factors, which also demands the modeling of their relationships that must consider these
differences.

Compliance with EH regulations is the most immediate requirement, as this work
was developed by observing current regulations that declare standards and parameters to
better access and prevent the impact of EH factors in human health.

6.1.2 Pattern Extraction and MTCS

The second part of the problem, the combination of data and medical termi-

nologies and coding systems, addressed in Chapter 5, departs from the perception of the
impacts of EH in human health.

• How the EH regulations assess the impact of EH on human health?
• What are the related symptoms and diseases?

The regulations observed in this work development offer some assessment of
how the EH can impact human health, including references of some symptoms regarding
exposure to pollutants. The problem with this is how to correlate exposures and experi-
enced symptoms correctly.

6.2 Contributions

The objective definition of this problem’s scope, including identifying its partic-
ular developments, allowed the approach to address the problem in its most minor aspects,
granting its coverage as a whole. The following subsections synthesize the contributions
of this dissertation’s work, describing:
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1. Semantic Enrichment of EH sensor-acquired data
2. The link between ontologies to address the complete picture
3. The Systematic Mapping
4. RAISE reference architecture instantiation
5. Revision on CO2 concentrations and the effects on human health
6. Connection of exposure’s patterns and symptoms and signals
7. Connection of symptoms and signals and MTCSs
8. Compliance with indoor EH regulations

The contributions are distinguished into two groups, the first, from items 1 to 3
presenting the scientific contributions, and the second, from items 4 to 8, the technological
ones.

6.2.1 The Semantic Enrichment

The main contribution of this work is the semantic enrichment of EH streams
acquired by sensors. The approach taken into this process provides not only information
required for the execution of other components, such as the Pattern Extraction component,
or the link with MTCSs, but the bases of this contribution can be widely explored
by applications, managers, and information systems facing a complex domain such as
Environmental Health.

Throughout the development of this work we learned that the connection be-
tween semantic models and MTCS can be explored relatively simply, if they are found
in the form of ontologies, but it should be noted that outside of this formatting, an entire
specific instantiation would have to be elaborated to extract data from other sources and
go through all the enrichment, pre-processing and pattern extraction. This idea might be
a step foward for the RAISE reference architecture.

6.2.2 Ontologies combination to address EH and health effects

Another contribution of this dissertation’s work is the combination of powerful
ontologies to completely model the context of the problem and the applied solution. The
reuse of ontologies grants the coverage of required and desired entities and relationships
from sensors and streams to symptoms signals and air quality indexes.

This work starts with three significant ontologies:

• IoT-Stream - used in the modeling of the environmental health streams, systems,
sensors, and observations.

• AQOnto - used in the modeling of pollutants, air quality indexes, resolutions
parameters.
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• Symptoms Ontology - used to correctly acquire expert-curated symptoms and
signals that are combined with patterns of air quality for pollutants.

As the work developed, the necessity of creating a support ontology to link
the modeling of air quality and symptoms and signals was presented. Thus, one of the
contributions of this work is the SympAssoc ontology, described in Chapter 4.

In this work, a combination of ontological models was used to achieve the
goal of semantic enrichment in a complex domain was briefly explored. The merging
of ontologies can, however, trigger a problem of conflict of purposes, such as the proposal
to be “light” of the IoT-Stream ontology. This was a concern after the achievement of the
enrichment objective and, in fact, a more adequate combination to the proposal of each
application must also be taken into account at this time. Information curation with the
help of experts in the field of application is suitable in these cases to understand what is
necessary to preserve and understand, and what is unnecessary in relation to the whole,
as a relevance feedback procedure.

6.2.3 The Systematic Mapping

This contribution is reported briefly in Chapter 3, where the description of
the process of obtaining related studies is presented. Its full description can be found
in Appendix A, where the article’s complete text describing the conducted Systematic
Mapping is available.

This work helped to understand the current state of the art in Ontology-Supported
Environmental Health Research and further assure the novelty of this dissertation work,
and it was accepted and presented at the Computer On The Beach technical-scientific
event in 2021.

As far as it was possible to investigate, no other SM concerning this subject could
be found, so this original contribution that investigates over thirty studies in the last ten
years was produced to help elucidate trends and gaps to follow in this area.

6.2.4 RAISE reference architecture instantiation

One of the main contributions of this work is the instantiation of the RAISE ref-
erence architecture components. This architecture introduces its components by demon-
strating how each component addresses the requirements of a healthcare information sys-
tem. In this work, RAISE is used as a guideline throughout every part of it, from sensor
data acquisition to pattern extraction and information presentation.

Although the said purpose of this reference architecture is to address require-
ments based on healthcare, the similarities between this domain and the EH make it com-
prehensively simple to use this reference architecture in this domain. Furthermore, the
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instantiation provided in this work explained in Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrates the adapt-
ability of the RAISE reference architecture in information contexts that required working
with heterogeneous data, interoperability, and semantics.

The efforts expended in this work to correctly address the scope of problems
demanded the instantiation of the following components:

1. Acquisition
2. Modeling
3. Content Extractor
4. Semantic Annotation
5. Storage
6. Preprocessing
7. Pattern Extraction
8. Data Publishing

The provided instantiation of the first three components (Acquisition, Modeling,
and Content Extractor) deals with low-level details of acquiring information from sensor-
acquired data. It takes advantage of the capabilities of the IoT environment to obtain
current data applications can use and interact with as periodically as desired. Furthermore,
a modular device composed of different sensors helps to understand how effectively these
components can individualize and collect heterogeneous data.

Provided such heterogeneous data, the Semantic Annotation component achieves
what is understood as the semantic enrichment of sensor-acquired data, endowing EH with
information concerning its broad context and providing two main contributions:

• Higher-level information modeling
• Interoperability addressing that allows this information to be exploited

The Storage component instantiation is pivotal to attend applications and com-
ponents like Pattern Extraction. The persistence of raw, preprocessed, or semantically
enriched data is a common requirement, as historical analyses are a powerful tool to un-
derstand the complete picture of an environment’s health.

Preprocessing is also crucial in this data domain, as dealing with streams requires
special attention to details pertaining quality of data.

The Pattern Extraction instantiation helps this work to attend to the current
regulations and is also pivotal for the link between exposures and human health impacts,
which is better explained in the following subsections.

And finally, is the Data Publishing instantiation that provides users and applica-
tions with the several different knowledge levels represented, discovered, and persisted in
the above components.
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Although the complete picture of instantiation presents a coherent vision with the
organization that RAISE proposes, a question as to the role of some of the components
can be raised. And in fact, the role of a reference architecture is not to limit or definitively
establish the components of a system, but rather to provide a guide for their organization.
In the case of this instantiation, the modeling component, for example, proved to be
somewhat dispensable, with the ThingSpeak platform being much more used as a broker
than as the modeling component. This modeling role could easily be performed within
the content extraction component.

6.2.5 CO2 effects on human health

To correctly understand some of the effects a pollutant can have on human health
to further substantiate this work, a slight revision on the effects of CO2 in the human body
was carried out.

The choice for this pollutant is considered its predominant presence in indoor
environments, as it is one of the metabolic products of the human body, and the fact that
it is also a biological mark for poorly ventilated environments.

The review considered works that assess the effects of air pollutants on human
health. It is not claimed that the used correlation in this work completely or correctly
covers such effects, but they are used as an illustrative scenario for the application
possibilities, like what is presented in the following two subsections.

6.2.6 Exposure Patterns and Symptoms and Signals

The review on the effects of air pollutants on human health allows capturing
exposure patterns that could trigger symptoms and signals in the human body. The
exposure patterns observed in the reviewed works abstract personal health information
of room occupants, concerning only the concentration of a given pollutant and exposure
time.

That information pair is coded in rules that the Pattern Extraction component
instantiations use to link symptoms and signals with given Air Quality indicators for
pollutants. This link considers exposure time by consulting the historical indicators for
the pollutant, which underscores the importance of the storage component in this work.

6.2.7 Connecting symptoms and signals with MTCSs

This contribution concerns the link between found symptoms and signals and
MTCSs. With the Common Unique Identifier (CUI) of a symptom or a signal, it is possible
to connect these entities with diseases and other medical terms provided in MTCSs like
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ICD-10 and SNOMED-CT. This connection is as simple as loading the ontology modeling
of an MTCS in the same environment that the Symptoms ontology is load. The presence
of the CUI is enough to establish the connection between parts.

6.2.8 Compliance with indoor EH regulations

It was a great concern point of this work that the resolutions concerning indoor
environmental health were respected. That is helpful to ground this work to the current
regulations in place and improve its appeal to different applications. By following the
current resolutions, this work complies with regulatory artifacts for its usage in several
contexts.

Notably, this work is bound to the Brazillian resolutions concerning indoor
environments, but the provided instantiation makes it easy to adapt it into different
resolutions or even outdoor contexts. Some examples of the observed points in this work
are:

• Parameters of exposure risks of pollutants.
• Parameters of EH factors for comfort.
• Parameters to synthesize air quality indexes and indicators

6.3 Limitations

During the research and development of this work, the following limitations were
found:

• MTCSs association
• Outliers addressing
• Limits on the Pattern Extraction
• Single pollutant modeling
• Exposure patterns research

The most immediate limitation one can think of when considering this work is
the association with MTCSs. Therefore, chapter 5 presents suggestions to address such
association, but only in minor details, being the actual link between this work and MTCS
a scientific limitation that imposes research challenges to complete.

When dealing with data stream, especially when the data source is a sensor
and not a curated dataset, special attention is required in preprocessing observations.
Preprocessing is a crucial step in granting the quality of analysis. This work’s conduction
brought awareness of this area’s importance, specifically when dealing with pollutant data
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aggregation. Nonetheless, the disclaimer that more preprocessing techniques are required
to improve the quality of part of the contributions. That is not to say that no preprocessing
was conducted on the streams; indeed, a preprocessing on the observations was made, and
what the proposal needs is the addition of statistical preprocessing technics to improve
data quality further, like the removal of outliers. This work first disregards outliers by
considering that the Air-Pure device is calibrated and regulated, which might be proved
wrong in use.

The pattern extraction provided in this work is limited to AQI indicators and
indexes computation and the connection between indicators and symptoms set. However,
it is possible to improve the reasoning over these patterns by spending more time writing
rules.

This work focused heavily on modeling a single pollutant to provide a clear
picture of how its data’s level improves from its raw form at acquisition to its connection
with health effects. However, more pollutants could be modeled if the system had the
disponibility of such data. This improvement would mean that the reasoning could use
more than one pollutant when computing a room’s general air quality index.

Concerning the exposure patterns, the limitations described above remain: the
conducted review was minor and did not follow the production and usage of a formal
protocol. The number of studies found was significant, but only the ones with more
references were further analyzed, and the lack of domain of the reviewer in the area might
jeopardize the quality of the obtained information. Therefore the disclaimer in subsection
2.5.

6.4 Future Work

The continuity of the developed work involves the pursuit of robustness, ensuring
its adaptability and potential to persevere several different domains.

Future work’s main point after this research is the association with MTCSs, as
stated at limitations. Exploring the link with MTCSs could provide what this work could
only briefly explain, opening a venue for research on data streams and medical knowledge
that currently is not explored in any work found in our revisions.

Improving the Semantic Annotation component data schemas by writing a
formal ontology following enrichment of EH streams and association with MTCSs would
result in a more consistent and lightweight model that can work as a foundation for
applications interest in extracting the potential of such information.

The extension of the coverage of air pollutants is also an interesting point. This
work considered a single pollutant in its development, and the combined analysis of more
pollutants can improve the coverage of factors affecting human health. Again, this point
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might look like technical work but involves a good amount of research to understanding
and adoption.

Implementation of access to the stored data is technical work, but the current
implementation does not make the stored data available in a server but uses a local solution
for internal use of the instantiated components. The implementation of this feature means
communication and more empowerment to external applications.

The current instantiation of this work is available on GitHub 1.

1https://github.com/luksave/RAISE-Instantiation

https://github.com/luksave/RAISE-Instantiation
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APPENDIX A
Semantic Query Codes

This appendix presents the SPARQL queries code used in semantic querying,
using the Data Publishing component. Such queries can be used in both the Protegé tool,
using the HermiT reasoner (version 1.3.8.413), and in the current instantiation of the Data
Publishing component.The following SPARQL codes are separeted in blocks just like the
queries in Chapter 5, as every block of codes can only be executed with the results of a
given component, or set of components.

---------------------------- SPARQL PREFIX ----------------------------

PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>

PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

PREFIX ssn: <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn#>

PREFIX iot-lite: <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/UNIS/fiware/iot-lite#>

PREFIX qu: <http://qudt.org/2.1/schema/qudt#>

PREFIX qu-unit: <http://qudt.org/2.1/vocab/unit#>

PREFIX sosa: <http://www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>

PREFIX iot-stream: <http://purl.org/iot/ontology/iot-stream#>

PREFIX geo: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>

PREFIX symp: <http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/symp#> ;

PREFIX aqonto: <http://www.semanticweb.org/ricardo/ontologies/2017/5

/AQOnto.owl#>

PREFIX sympAssoc: <http://br.ufg.inf/mestrado/hermes

/SymptomAssociation.owl/> ;

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The following SPARQL codes can only produce results after the Acquisition,
Modeling, and Content Extractor components are executed:
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q1) What is the current value for the Observations <O>?

SELECT ?Result ?Time ?Sensor ?Unit

WHERE {

iot-stream:StreamObservation

<AQOnto#sensorOutput-CO2-2021-05-20-10-27-04> ;

sosa:hasSimpleResult ?Result ;

sosa:isSampleOf ?Time ;

sosa:madeBySensor ?Sensor .

?Sensor qu:hasUnit ?Unit .

}

This query is used to capture the value for a given observation. In

this code, a example of the IRI of a observation is used as input in

the query.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q2) What were the value for the Observations <O> at the Time Interval

<Ti>?

SELECT ?Result ?Time ?Sensor ?Unit

WHERE {

iot-stream:StreamObservation ?<O> ;

sosa:hasSimpleResult ?Result ;

sosa:isSampleOf ?Time ;

sosa:madeBySensor ?Sensor .

?Sensor qu:hasUnit ?Unit .

FILTER (?Time >= ’Start’^^xsd:dateTime &&

?Time <= ’End’^^xsd:dateTime)

}

Differently from Q1, this query does not input a specific observation,

so the reasoner ends up by capturing every observation <O> result in a

given time window.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q3) What is the average for the Observations <O> at the Time Interval

<Ti>?
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SELECT (ROUND(AVG(?<O>)) AS ?AVERAGE)

WHERE {

iot-stream:StreamObservation <O>;

sosa:hasSimpleResult ?Result ;

sosa:isSampleOf ?Time ;

sosa:madeBySensor ?Sensor .

?Sensor qu:hasUnit ?Unit .

FILTER (?Time >= ’Start’^^xsd:dateTime &&

?Time <= ’End’^^xsd:dateTime)

}

This query is similar to Q2, but it is useful to present summarized

data to interested parties.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

With the execution of the Semantic Annotation component, a whole new level of
queries can be exploited. The following block present some of the possibilities.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q4) What is the current Concentration <C> for the Pollutant <P>?

SELECT ?Measurement ?<C> ?Time

WHERE {

?Measurement a aqonto:AQ_Measurement ;

sosa:hasSimpleResult ?<C> ;

aqonto:hasHappenedOn ?Time ;

aqonto:hasMeasurementOf aqonto:<P> .

}

This query model allows to capture the observation values of Pollutants,

but a similar approach could also be used to capture other EH factors.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q5) What was the Concentration <C> for the Pollutant <P> at the Time

Instant <T>?

SELECT ?Measurement ?<C> ?Time

WHERE {
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?Measurement a aqonto:AQ_Measurement ;

sosa:hasSimpleResult ?<C> ;

aqonto:hasHappenedOn ?Time ;

aqonto:hasMeasurementOf aqonto:<P> .

FILTER (?Time == ’<T>’^^xsd:dateTime)

}

This query allows to capture a specific pollutant measurement by

informing the required time.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q6) What were the Concentrations <C> of the Pollutant <P> at the Time

Interval <Ti>?

SELECT ?Measurement ?<C> ?Time

WHERE {

?Measurement a aqonto:AQ_Measurement ;

sosa:hasSimpleResult ?<C> ;

aqonto:hasHappenedOn ?Time ;

aqonto:hasMeasurementOf aqonto:<P> .

FILTER (?Time >= ’Start’^^xsd:dateTime &&

?Time <= ’End’^^xsd:dateTime)

}

This query allows to capture pollutant measurements in a given time

window.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The Preprocessing component,by allowing the generation of averages, and by
consequence aggregations, allows to capture summarized information of

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q7) What is the current Average Concentration <Ac> for the

Pollutant <P>?

SELECT ?Indicator ?<Ac> ?Time

WHERE {
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?Indicator a aqonto:AQ_Indicator ;

aqonto:hasAvgConc ?<Ac> ;

iot-stream:windowEnd ?Time ;

aqonto:isIndicatorFor aqonto:<P> .

}

ORDER BY DESC(?Time)

Limit 1

This query allows to capture the current average concentration of a

Pollutant by directly accessing its indicator. This means that, now,

the pattern extraction component, and other applications, is able to

capture this information and understand how it changes throughout the

passage of time, as shown in Q8.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q8) What was the Average Concentration <Ac> for the Pollutant <P>

at the Time Interval <Ti>?

SELECT ?Indicator (ROUND(AVG(?<Ac>)) AS ?AVERAGE) ?Time

WHERE {

?Indicator a aqonto:AQ_Indicator ;

aqonto:hasAvgConc ?<Ac> ;

iot-stream:windowEnd ?Time ;

aqonto:isIndicatorFor aqonto:<P> .

FILTER (?Time >= ’Start’^^xsd:dateTime &&

?Time <= ’End’^^xsd:dateTime)

}

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

After the execution of the Preprocessing component, the Pattern Extraction
component can understand patterns of concentration and produce new useful knowledge
that is stored and used by applications.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q9) What is the current Indoor Air Quality index category <AQI>

considering Pollutant <P>?

SELECT ?Indicator ?<AQI> ?Time
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WHERE {

?Indicator a aqonto:AQ_Indicator ;

aqonto:hasAvgConc ?<Ac> ;

iot-stream:windowEnd ?Time ;

aqonto:isIndicatorFor aqonto:<P> ;

aqonto#isCategorizedBy ?<AQI>.

}

ORDER BY DESC(?Time)

Limit 1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q10) What was the Indoor Air Quality index category <AQI> considering

Pollutant <P> at the Time Interval <Ti>?

SELECT ?Index ?<AQI> ?Time

WHERE {

?Index a aqonto:AQ_Indicator ;

aqonto:hasAvgConc ?<Ac> ;

iot-stream:windowEnd ?Time ;

aqonto:isIndicatorFor aqonto:<P> ;

aqonto#isCategorizedBy ?<AQI>.

FILTER (?Time >= ’Start’^^xsd:dateTime &&

?Time <= ’End’^^xsd:dateTime)

}

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q11) What is the current Indoor Air Quality index category <AQI> at

Room <R> considering the Pollutants Set <Ps>?

SELECT ?Index ?<AQI> ?Time

WHERE {

?Index a aqonto:AQ_Index ;

aqonto:hasAvgConc ?<Ac> ;

iot-stream:windowEnd ?Time ;

aqonto:isIndexFor aqonto:<Ps> ;

aqonto#isCategorizedBy ?<AQI>.

}
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ORDER BY DESC(?Time)

Limit 1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q12) What was the Indoor Air Quality index category <AQI> considering

the Pollutants Set <Ps> at the Time Interval <Ti>?

SELECT ?Index ?<AQI> ?Time

WHERE {

?Index a aqonto:AQ_Index ;

aqonto:hasAvgConc ?<Ac> ;

iot-stream:windowEnd ?Time ;

aqonto:isIndicatorFor aqonto:<Ps> ;

aqonto#isCategorizedBy ?<AQI>.

FILTER (?Time >= ’Start’^^xsd:dateTime &&

?Time <= ’End’^^xsd:dateTime)

}

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q13) What can Symptoms Set <Ss> be linked with the current Indoor Air

Quality <AQI> considering the Pollutant <P>?

SELECT ?Indicator ?<Ss> ?Time

WHERE {

?Indicator a aqonto:AQ_Indicator ;

aqonto:hasAvgConc ?<Ac> ;

iot-stream:windowEnd ?Time ;

aqonto:isIndicatorFor aqonto:<P> ;

SymptAs#hasSymptomsSet ?<Ss> .

}

ORDER BY DESC(?Time)

Limit 1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q14) What are the Symptoms <S> present in Symptoms Set <Ss>?

SELECT ?<S>

WHERE {

<Ss> a SymptAs#SymptomsSet ;
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SymptAs#hasSymptoms ?<S> .

}

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q15) What is the description of the Symptom <S>?

SELECT ?<S> ?<ID> ?<Lab> ?<SubClass>

WHERE {

<S> a SymptAs#Symptom ;

SymptAs#hasSymptoms ?<S> .

}

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The following SPARQL queries for the MTCS link is an assumption of what
they would look like after such link:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q16) What Diseases <DS> can be associated with the Symptoms Set <Ss>?

SELECT ?<DS>

WHERE {

<Ss> a SymptAs#SymptomsSet ;

SymptAs#hasDiseases ?<DS> .

}

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

(Q17) What Diseases <DS> can be linked with the current Indoor Air Quality

<AQI> considering the Pollutant <P>?

SELECT ?Indicator ?<DS> ?Time

WHERE {

?Indicator a aqonto:AQ_Indicator ;

aqonto:hasAvgConc ?<Ac> ;

iot-stream:windowEnd ?Time ;

aqonto:isIndicatorFor aqonto:<P> ;

SymptAs#hasSymptomsSet ?<Ss> .

?<Ss> SymptAs#hasDiseases ?<DS> .

}
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ORDER BY DESC(?Time)

Limit 1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------



APPENDIX B
Semantic Rules Codes

This appendix presents the rules code used by the Pattern Extraction component.
Such rules can be used in both the Protegé tool, using the HermiT reasoner (version
1.3.8.413), and in the current instantiation of the Pattern Extraction component. The
following codes are separeted in blocks, each block having a particular purpose and a
set of simmilar rules.

---------------------------- SPARQL PREFIX ----------------------------

PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>

PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

PREFIX ssn: <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn#>

PREFIX iot-lite: <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/UNIS/fiware/iot-lite#>

PREFIX qu: <http://qudt.org/2.1/schema/qudt#>

PREFIX qu-unit: <http://qudt.org/2.1/vocab/unit#>

PREFIX sosa: <http://www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>

PREFIX iot-stream: <http://purl.org/iot/ontology/iot-stream#>

PREFIX geo: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>

PREFIX symp: <http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/symp#> ;

PREFIX aqonto: <http://www.semanticweb.org/ricardo/ontologies/2017/5

/AQOnto.owl#>

PREFIX sympAssoc: <http://br.ufg.inf/mestrado/hermes

/SymptomAssociation.owl/> ;

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The following Rules are executed to extract the category for CO2 indicators:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. [rule_CO2_GOOD:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndicatorFor AQOnto#CO2),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasAvgConc ?Concentration),

4. greaterThan(?Concentration, 0.0),

5. lessThan(?Concentration, 500.0)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#isCategorizedBy AQOnto#CO2_Good)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_C02_REGULAR:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndicatorFor AQOnto#CO2),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasAvgConc ?Concentration),

4. greaterThan(?Concentration, 501.0),

5. lessThan(?Concentration, 1000.0)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#isCategorizedBy AQOnto#CO2_Regular)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_CO2_POOR:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndicatorFor AQOnto#CO2),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasAvgConc ?Concentration),

4. greaterThan(?Concentration, 1001.0),

5. lessThan(?Concentration, 1500.0)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#isCategorizedBy AQOnto#CO2_Poor)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_CO2_BAD:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndicatorFor AQOnto#CO2),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasAvgConc ?Concentration),

4. greaterThan(?Concentration, 1501.0),

5. lessThan(?Concentration, 2000.0)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#isCategorizedBy AQOnto#CO2_Bad)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_CO2_LOUSY:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndicatorFor AQOnto#CO2),
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3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasAvgConc ?Concentration),

4. greaterThan(?Concentration, 2001.0),

5. lessThan(?Concentration, 3000.0)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#isCategorizedBy AQOnto#CO2_Lousy)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_CO2_CRITICAL:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndicatorFor AQOnto#CO2),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasAvgConc ?Concentration),

4. greaterThan(?Concentration, 3001.0),

5. lessThan(?Concentration, 5000.0)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#isCategorizedBy AQOnto#CO2_Critical)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The first line of each rule is its head, or name, followed by line 2 which is used to
find out if a given resource is an indicator for a given pollutant, in this case CO2. With that
established, the rule then proceeds to find out the concentration value for this pollutant in
line 3, and them, in lines 4 and 5, verifying if the concentration is within a given range. If
every condition is attended, the rule then expresses for the reasoner that a given category
must be connected to the indicator by using the AQOnto#isCategorizedBy property.

A similar approach is used with the index rules, that follow:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_ANVISA_GOOD:

2. (?AQI a AQOnto#AQ_Index),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. greaterThan(?Index, 0),

5. lessThan(?Index, 51)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexLevel AQOnto#ANVISA_Good)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_ANVISA_REGULAR:

2. (?AQI a AQOnto#AQ_Index),

2. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

3. greaterThan(?Index, 50),
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4. lessThan(?Index, 101)

5. -> (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexLevel AQOnto#ANVISA_Regular)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_ANVISA_POOR:

2. (?AQI a AQOnto#AQ_Index),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. greaterThan(?Index, 100),

5. lessThan(?Index, 200)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexLevel AQOnto#ANVISA_Poor)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_ANVISA_BAD:

2. (?AQI a AQOnto#AQ_Index),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. greaterThan(?Index, 199),

5. lessThan(?Index, 300)

-> (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexLevel AQOnto#ANVISA_Bad)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_ANVISA_LOUSY:

2. (?AQI a AQOnto#AQ_Index),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. greaterThan(?Index, 299),

5. lessThan(?Index, 400)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexLevel AQOnto#ANVISA_Lousy)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_ANVISA_CRITICAL:

2. (?AQI a AQOnto#AQ_Index),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. greaterThan(?Index, 399),

5. lessThan(?Index, 501)

6. -> (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexLevel AQOnto#ANVISA_Critical)]
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The Pattern Extraction component also makes use of a set of rules to link
Symptoms Set to indicators. This set of rules is presented next:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_NO_SYMPTOM:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndexFor AQOnto#CO2),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. (?AQI SympAssoc/hasTimeWindow ?TimeWindow),

5. lessThan(?Index, 51.0)

6. -> (?AQI SympAssoc/hasSymptomsSet SympAssoc/noSymptomsSet)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_LIGHT_SUDDEN:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndexFor AQOnto#CO2),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. (?AQI SympAssoc/hasTimeWindow ?TimeWindow),

5. greaterThan(?Index, 50.0),

6. greaterThan(?TimeWindow, 0)

7. -> (?AQI SympAssoc/hasSymptomsSet SympAssoc/lightAndSuddenSymptomsSet)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_LIGHT_BRIEF:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndexFor AQOnto#CO2),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. (?AQI SympAssoc/hasTimeWindow ?TimeWindow),

5. greaterThan(?Index, 50.0),

6. greaterThan(?TimeWindow, 2)

7. -> (?AQI SympAssoc/hasSymptomsSet SympAssoc/lightAndBriefSymptomsSet)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_ACUTE:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndexFor AQOnto#CO2),
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3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. (?AQI SympAssoc/hasTimeWindow ?TimeWindow),

5. greaterThan(?Index, 100.0),

6. greaterThan(?TimeWindow, 1)

7. -> (?AQI SympAssoc/hasSymptomsSet SympAssoc/acuteSymptomsSet)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. [rule_SERIOUS:

2. (?AQI AQOnto#isIndexFor AQOnto#CO2),

3. (?AQI AQOnto#hasIndexValue ?Index),

4. (?AQI SympAssoc/hasTimeWindow ?TimeWindow),

5. greaterThan(?Index, 299.0),

6. greaterThan(?TimeWindow, 2)

7. -> (?AQI SympAssoc/hasSymptomsSet SympAssoc/seriousSymptomsSet)]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The symptoms set association rules are also simple. Line 2, discovers resources
that are index for a given pollutant, while line 3 captures it’s index value and line 4 it’s
time window. Then, lines 5 and 6 use this information to decide which set of symptoms
to link with the index of the pollutant.
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